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It is recommended to read and understand the installation and user manuals (available at www.jarrison.systems), before reading this
manual.

Time Categories
Time categories are typically the means of tracking time for individuals.
Jarrison Time will have existing time categories in place, included in the Startup database during installation. Any additional time
categories required can be created from the Time Categories configuration window. Click on ‘Setup’ then ‘Time Category’ from the
menu bar to manage the time categories. JT has no limit to the number of time categories created and treats all time categories equally.
The only possible small difference between any categories is the ‘Set default as 'Allow auto break deduction' for allocations’. If
ticked then each time the time category is added in the allocations table (explained later), the ‘Allow Auto Breaks to deduct’ from this
time category option will be selected (it can always be de-selected later). A JT standard is applied to this and most configuration
windows throughout JT. Each window contains one default entry, which cannot be deleted. The default Time Category is Normal Time,
indicated by the word ‘Default’ to the right of the text box. You can include any Time Category in the Annual Overview, shown in the
User manual, by selecting the ‘Use in Overview’ option.
The Job Costing Ratio is intended for use with job costing time categories that may need to be calculated at a rate other than 1x.

Counters
Counters are typically the means to keep track of events that have occurred. Counters generate their counts according to the rules or
conditions set (explained later). A common counter is a Shift Count which is required by some payroll systems for annual bonuses etc.
A counter can also be configured to count the number of times an employee was late throughout the year, or how many manual
adjustments were made in a period.
Click on ‘Setup’ then ‘Counters’ from the menu bar to manage the counters.
You can include any Counter in the Annual Overview, shown in the user manual, by selecting the ‘Use in Overview’ option. If this
option is selected further options to set the Back Colour and Fore Colour in the Annual Overview become available.
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Selecting ‘Include in Event Comments’ will allow the counter to be reported on using the Event Name option in Reports (see User
manual for more on Reports).

This option allows using a single column to report all types of counters with a text description, rather than individual counters requiring
individual columns that display a 1.
Report example using individual columns:

Report example using Event Names:
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Breaks
This section describes the use of breaks with ‘Use Max on Breaks’ selected in the system configuration. This configuration is
recommended as it can cater for all break conditions.
There are two types of breaks: Automatic and Paid.
An ‘Automatic’ (unpaid) break will
automatically deduct the ‘Total Duration’
specified from all of the permitted time
categories (‘Allow Auto Breaks to deduct’
on the Day Program Allocation tab). The
break time will only be deducted if the
employee has time worked between the
‘minimum’ and ‘maximum’ amount of time
specified. (In the screenshot on the left it is
between 5 and 15 hours).

The other type of break is a ‘Paid’ break.
With this break applied (and it applies to all
time category allocations), employees will
be able to clock out and then in again during
the break zone (explained in the Day
Programs section), without being penalized
(losing time). They will only be allowed to
clock out a limited number of times,
controlled by the ‘Max breaks per day per
time cateogry’ setting. In the example on
the left, this would be a typical lunch break.
Here too the breaks will only take effect if
the employees work an amount of time
between the minimum and maximum
specified. (In the screenshot on the left it is
between 5 and 20 hours).

In the event of frequent clockings for breaks,
usually as a result of a turnstile, break
limitations need to be set in place in order for
JT to not subtract this break time taken.
In the screenshot on the left, the ‘Total
Duration’ is the sum of all permissible breaks
during the time zone (allocated in the Day
Program). The ‘Max breaks per Day per
time category’ limits the number of times the
employee may break (regardless of how short
the break is). The ‘Max duration per break’
specifies the limit of each individual break,
before deducting the time taken over and
above this limit. The number of breaks taken
can be counted by adding a counter to
‘Increment the counter when Break is
Activated’. If the ‘Do not apply when max
duration exceeded’ option is checked the
exceeded break will not apply i.e. a person
would be short the allowed break plus
however much over it they went.
Below are the results of the above break being applied in three different scenarios: Only the break above has been allocated for the day
in each scenario.
Scenario 1: The employee takes only one break, but for twelve minutes. JT will deduct two minutes.
Scenario 2: The employee takes eleven breaks for two minutes each time (twenty-two minutes in total), JT will deduct two minutes as
there is a limit of ten individual breaks.
Scenario 3: The employee takes seven breaks of ten minutes each (70 minutes in total), JT would deduct ten minutes, as the Page 7 of 77
employee is only granted 60 minutes in total.

Roundings
Roundings can be applied to the clockings for the day, to achieve rounded Daily Totals, or in Pay Groups. To use Roundings, click on
‘Setup’ then ‘Roundings’ from the menu bar. Rounding rules are applied in the Day Programs (explained later). The ‘First Clocking’
value is only applied to the first clocking of the day. The ‘Out Clockings’ and ‘In Clockings’ values are applied to all subsequent in and
out clockings during the day and the ‘Last Clocking’ value is applied to the last clocking of the day. The ‘Unit’ value is the segment of
time to round clockings to E.g. 15 minutes. The ‘Point’ is the minute at which the clocking will round up or down, to the ‘Unit’, E.g. 07. In
the screenshot below 15 minute roundings are being applied to the start clocking. If the employee clocks at 08:06 the resultant clocking
will be 08:00, but if he/she clocks at 08:07 the resultant clocking will be 08:15. There is a ‘Test’ button which can be used to test any
rounding values immediately. Type in the different variations of clocking times, and click ‘Test’, JT will apply the rounding rules to the
sample clockings and display the results.

Roundings can also be used to dock (penalize) employees for ALL of their late arrival and/or early departure clockings as in the
screenshot above. (If the clockings need to be adjusted for a fixed time only then it is recommended to use Revisions, explained in the
Day Program section.)
The Totals value is applied in Pay Groups which will only round the sum of the Daily Totals at the end of the pay period.

Authorizations

OT Authorization may become necessary when employees work overtime without permission. The ‘Authorization Name’ of the
authorization is used only to identify the rule created in this window only. The ‘Initial Time Category’ should be allocated by the system
automatically and will be converted to the ‘Time Category after ‘Authorizing’’ time category, when overtime is authorized. The
‘Alternate ‘Authorized’ Category’, if used, will allow for a different time category to authorize the overtime to. The ‘Time category after
declining’ category is used for marking unauthorized overtime which is not to be authorized as ‘processed’. Anyone will be able to see
that unauthorized overtime was declined by the operator. This is essential for overtime approval, which is explained later. An employee
can earn different types of unauthorized overtime in one day, e.g. ‘Pre-shift Unauthorized’ and ‘Post-shift Unauthorized’, which can
be authorized individually from the Daily Details or Overtime Authorization windows (explained later).
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Authorization Groups
Authorizations groups enable selected authorization categories to be grouped together and assigned to users, limiting specific users to
only use specific authorizations. Click ‘Add’ to add a new group, and then select the authorizations which that group will be able to use.
When setting up user accounts (see the User Profiles section later in this manual) the appropriate authorization group for each user can
be assigned.

Adjustments
An adjustment needs to be created for all of the different types of corrections or reasons that will be implemented in the event of an
employee missing work-time (E.g. AWOL, Sick or Short time etc.). Click on ‘Setup’ then ‘Adjustments’ from the menu bar. Each
adjustment allows for multiple time categories to be allocated during implementation (the amount of time to be allocated will be set by the
user in the Daily Details screen). Multiple counters can be set up to be incremented, depending on the amount of time that the user adds
for the adjustment I.e. if the adjustment time allocated exceeds the ‘Minimum’ time required, JT will increment the counters set.
In the Sick Paid adjustment shown below, JT will allocate Normal Time and Sick Paid time, and increment the Sick Paid counter and
the Manual Adjustments counter if any time was allocated when applying this adjustment.
You can include any adjustment type in the Annual Overview, shown in the user manual, by selecting the ‘Use in Overview’ option. If
this option is selected further options to set the Back Colour and Fore Colour in the Annual Overview become available.
If the Leave module has been enabled, linked adjustments will not be editable.

Adjustment Groups
Adjustment groups enable selected adjustments to be grouped together and assigned to users limiting specific users to only use specific
adjustments. Click ‘Add’ to add a new adjustment group, and then select the adjustments which that group will be able to use.
When setting up the user account (see the User Profiles section) the appropriate adjustment group for each user can be assigned.
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The option to use Adjustment Groups is enabled from ‘Setup’, ‘System Configuration’, ‘Import Clockings’ tab.

Day Programs
A Day Program is the collection of rules and conditions that apply on various days of the week, and one is required for each type of day
an employee works in his/her shift pattern. If some days have the same rules (E.g. Mon - Thu), then one Day Program can be used for
that day type. (These are later mapped to the calendar, explained in the Shift Pattern section.)
Click on ‘Setup’ then ‘Day Program’ from the menu bar to access Day Programs. To add a new Day Program, click ‘Add’, to delete a
Day Program click ‘Delete’. When adding a Day Program it is advised to select a similar Day Program to the one you wish to create, and
then click ‘Copy’. This will create a new Day Program with a “(2)” appended to the ‘Description’ and ‘Short Desc’, and will contain all of
the configuration settings as the original Day Program copied. Doing this will save time and reduce errors in consistency. It is also
advised to configure a complete shift thoroughly, then test it for an employee by adding manual clockings. Once the desired totals are
achieved for each day in the shift pattern, copying the Day Programs used and then changing only the necessary values to match the
additional shift rules, is recommended. All daily totals in Jarrison Time are calculated by the day programs. The general sequence of
calculation is done in order of the tabs from left to right.
The ‘Excel’ button will send the day program settings into Excel.

Profile

‘Description’ - describes the day program (what days of the week it’s used for, shift times, perhaps the department it’s used by). Using a
consistent format is advisable for future maintenance.
‘Short Desc’ - an abbreviated form of the above (15 character maximum) is usually displayed in reports and in the Daily Summary view.
‘Shift Start’- is used for the ‘Late arrival’ calculation, it also provides the clock in time JT will suggest when adding a manual clocking in
Daily Details.
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‘Shift End’ - is only used for the ‘Early Departure’ calculation, and is the clock out time JT will suggest when adding a manual clocking
in Daily Details.
‘Assign clocking to this day, for next 24 hours, starting at’ - is the start of a 24-hour clocking capture frame. Also known as “start of
day time”.
Example:
•
If it were 02:00, JT would allocate all clockings, starting at 02:00 until 02:00 the next day.
•
For a 14:00 - 22:00 afternoon shift, the ‘Start of Day’ can be approximately 10:00, allowing the employee to clock out until
10:00 the next day. If the employee changes to a 06:00 - 14:00 shift the very next day (using ‘Day Bouncing’), then a start time
of 04:00 would be better as JT would not allocate the 06:00 clocking to the end of the 14:00 - 22:00 shift, resulting in a missing
clocking. The earliest and latest times an employee can start or leave a shift will determine appropriate day frame start times.
‘Target Time’ - is the time an employee is expected to work for the day. JT will use this time when applying an adjustment with ‘Balance
to Target Time’ as the amount of time to allocate.
‘Patrol Route’ - if selected will apply the patrol route rules specified (explained elsewhere in this manual).
‘Public Holiday’ - the Day Program selected to be used when a public holiday occurs. (JT does this after any bouncing specified.)
‘Next Day Public Holiday’ - the Day Program to be used on this day when a public holiday occurs on the next day.
‘Work Day’ - if selected, will apply the absentee rules for the day if there are no clockings. This is normally selected for weekdays, not for
weekends.
‘Enable Day Bouncing’ - if selected, JT will enable the ‘Bouncing’ tab for editing and then apply the bouncing rules (explained later).
‘Use previous day’s shift start time’ - is only available when bouncing is active and uses the ‘Shift Start’ time of the previous workday
to determine the default Day Program to use in the event of no clockings. This is mainly used for Night Shift Public Holiday Day
Programs.
‘Balance to Target between 'Shift Start' & 'End'’ - if applying an adjustment this option will limit the ‘Balance to Target Time’
calculation to balancing missing time only between the ‘Shift Start’ and ‘Shift End’.
JT will not calculate any late arrival time if ‘Monitor Late Arrival’ is not selected, and similarly not calculate any early departure time if
‘Monitor Early Departure’ is not selected. (Mostly applied for weekends and for flexible hours.)
‘Monitor Early Arrival’ - If an Early Arrival counter has been assigned (from System, Configuration, Allocations tab), this option will
become available and increment the assigned counter each time an employee assigned on this day program clocks in early for shift
within the stated amount of time.
‘Monitor Late Departure’ - If a Late Departure counter has been assigned (from System, Configuration, Allocations tab), this option
will become available and increment the assigned counter when an employee assigned on this day program does not clock out within
the stated amount of time after shift end. Note that if the employee does not clock out by the end of the day program ‘Assign clockings
to this day’ time, the exception will become a missing clocking.
The Disabled checkbox on the lower right allows the selected Day Program to be removed from various user views e.g. Alternate Day
Programs. Disabled Day Programs used in current shift patterns will continue to function normally.

Clockings

Assortment
‘First & Last clocking only’ - JT will calculate daily totals based on only the very first and last clockings for the day. Often used for
positions like cleaners who clock in and out of access control doors defined as ‘Time & Attendance’, during normal working times.
‘Exclude First and Last clockings’ - will ignore the very first and very last clocking of the day. This is typically used where only one
access point is present on site and it leads into a change room/canteen/ablution area. The first arrival entry is ignored as they enter the
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area, then as they leave the change room their time starts to be earned. Each subsequent visit to the area will lose them time during the
shift until the final entry into the area to get changed for home, as the final exit clocking is ignored.
‘Single clocking’ - JT will calculate daily totals according to the shift start and end times, with only one clocking necessary. This is
normally used for drivers or sales staff. They only visit the site once a day and are entitled to full pay for that day.
‘Enforce Paired Clockings’ - if selected will prevent the calculation of time for the day if the employees do not clock in correct
sequence. This compels the operator to take action for any ‘Non Pair’ of clockings. A ‘Non Pair’ of clockings occurs when two or more
successive clockings originate from the same direction, i.e. two Ins or Outs. (The direction of the clockings needs to be available from
the hardware in order for this feature to be active.) Any ‘Non Paired’ clockings can also be presented in the Exceptions window, making
them easier to manage by the operator. Any manual edits for the day will remove the ‘hold’ on the calculation of times for ‘Non Paired’
clockings.
Only if selected in the System Configuration will the ‘Use Change Room Devices’ option become available here. If it is selected, JT will
exclude the clockings in the calculation from all ‘Change Room’ devices (set in the Devices window) which occur before the first or after
the last non-change room device. This feature is available for employees who may visit the change room before or after their shift starts.
NB: Clockings from change room devices will be calculated as normal Time and Attendance clockings which occur between the first and
last found ‘Non Change room’ device clockings.
The ‘Lockout’ option, if selected, will make the employee inactive (remove from the devices) between the times selected. The employee
will be made active again after the lockout times. This is generally used for preventing latecomers from clocking in too late and disrupting
work flow (E.g. assembly lines where other employees have been selected to replace the latecomers).
‘Enable specific allocations past midnight’ - allows time allocations to be assigned past the 24th hour of a day frame, making it

possible to allocate different time categories effectively into the next day. It is possible to allocate this way up to the 99th hour.
See below for an example of the Allocations tab showing how time categories can be assigned once this option is ticked.
For the system to capture clockings into the correct day frame(s), either the ‘Assign clocking to this day, for next 24 hours, starting
at’ time (on the Profile tab) would need to be manipulated or the ‘Extend Day Frame hours by’ option must be applied.

In the above screenshot the first allocation allocates NT as usual, but the second allocation assigns OT1.5 from midnight to 06:00 the
next morning (hours 24:00 through 30:00), and the third allocation allocates OT2.0 from 06:00 until 10:00.

Dynamic
‘Reduce Day Frame hours by’ - this will reduce the standard day frame of 24 hours, by the amount set here. This is used when
employees clock In on the previous day and work most hours in this day. The hours are then allocated to this day. The start of day must
be 00:00.
Example: a shift from 23:00 to 07:00 with most of the time worked in the next day and the hours to be reflected on the next day.
‘Extend Day Frame hours by’ - this will extend the standard day frame regime (allocating clockings from the time of 'Assign clockings
to this Day' plus 24 hours) up to the specified number of hours. This extended search will only take place in the event of a missing
clocking. If a clocking is found in this extended period it would be used as the start time of day for the next day. This might be used in a
situation where double (back-to-back) shifts are possible.
Example: with ‘Extend Day Frame hours by’ not selected and the ‘Assign clockings to this Day’ set at 02:00, and the employee
clocks in at 07:00 and then only clocks out at 03:00 the next day. JT will allocate a ‘Missing Clocking’ to the day as he only clocked
once in the 02:00 to 02:00 day frame.
However if ‘Extend Day Frame hours by’ was selected, JT would use the 03:00 clocking as the ‘Out’ clocking and allocate time
according to the allocation table and the next day would have either no clockings or usual clockings calculating normally from the new
03:00 start of day.
The disadvantage to using ‘Extend Day Frame hours by’ occurs in the event of an employee missing a clocking completely. JT would
effectively eliminate the missing clocking as explained above and allocate time incorrectly. A more suitable method of resolving the
problem explained above would be to make the start of day 04:00 which would allocate the 03:00 clocking to the same day. Generally
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employees do not arrive at work more than two hours early, and then a 04:00 start of day will be just right for a shift starting at 06h00. If
the employee does clock in at 03:00 with the start of day being 04:00, JT will allocate the clocking to the day before.
‘Extend bounce search into next day by’ - This option should be applied on the controlling day program of a bounce setup. The option
will extend the possibility of a bounce by the specified amount of hours, and will bring the clockings from the next day into the current
day. An example of when to apply this option would be in the case of a 22:00 to 06:00 shift, where employees often clock in late after
midnight. Clockings after midnight would typically ‘belong’ to the day they were clocked (i.e. not the day the actual shift started on), the
extended bounce search will pull them back so they form part of the shift.
‘Only if first clocking in next day is Out’ - If this is selected JT will only pull the clocking from the next X amount of days if its original
direction is ‘Out’. If the direction is not ‘Out’ a ‘Missing Clocking’ will occur.
‘Use Shift Pattern for next days’ - option is used when the need for extending the day frame into the next day/s is required, with using
the rules and allocations etc., separately for each also being a requirement.
Example: A driver leaving for a long journey extending over the weekend and needing to be paid OT1.5 on Saturday and OT2.0 for
Sunday off site. JT will create an end of day ‘phantom’ clocking of 24:00 on the day the employee clocks in, then for each day that
he/she is off site JT will create a 00:00 and 24:00 set of ‘phantom’ clockings. Then on the day the employee returns and clocks out JT
will create a 00:00 clocking for the days in between the clock in and clock out.

Example of an employee who clocked ‘In’, then ‘Out’ several days later with ’phantom’ (system-generated) clockings in between.

Duplicates
‘Ignore Duplicate Clockings’ - if selected, JT will mark any clockings occurring within the time frame specified. These are only ignored
for the calculations and NOT deleted. There is an option to use seconds and not only minutes between clockings.
‘Only if same original direction’ - if selected, JT will only ignore duplicate clockings if they are from the same original direction. This is
useful for sites with an In and Out reader on a turnstile, merging unsuccessful attempts to pass through the turnstile from the same
direction within the time specified.

Roundings
The Roundings rules apply to all clockings for the day (according to the conditions set under ‘Setup’, ‘Roundings’).
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Bouncing

Bouncing (or shift sensing) can be applied when employees work different shifts at unusual intervals, (E.g. morning, afternoon and night)
and managing these shift changes becomes difficult and time consuming. Bouncing allows the system to determine what shift the person
is on based on their clockings.
Firstly, a Day Program will need to be created for all of the different shifts that could be worked.
Example: A morning, afternoon and night shift are the only three possibilities for an employee to work. The bouncing configuration needs
to be setup for the earliest shift (morning). To configure this, first click on ’Enable day bouncing’ on the Profile tab for the morning Day
Program, then click ‘Add Bounce’ on the Bouncing tab and JT will insert the ‘Assign clockings to this Day’ time from the Profile tab
as the first ‘From’ time. JT automatically uses the current (morning) Day Program as the first Day Program to use in the table on the left.
Click ‘Add Bounce’ again to add all additional entries to this table.
In operation JT uses the first clocking of the day to decide which Day Program to bounce to. I.e. Any first clocking of the day between
the first and second entries in the table will use the first (current) Day Program and apply its rules, and any clocking between the second
and third entries will use the second Day Program in the table etc.
In the event of two shifts beginning at similar times but ending at different times, bouncing can still take place, by using the Out
clockings. JT will use the last/end of shift clocking to decide which Day Program to use. To achieve this, select ‘Use the ‘Last’ clocking
of the day to bounce’ on the right for the selected day on the left, then select the later-ending shift from the drop-down menu and then
insert the ‘If last clocking is after’ time. (Only day programs sharing the same “start of day time” will be included in this list). If the last
clocking of the day occurs after this time specified, then JT will bounce to the new Day Program specified.
To complete the bouncing setup, all of the early Day Programs will need to be configured for bouncing (Saturday morning and Sunday
morning).
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Revisions

Revisions are used to Push (change to a later time) or Pull (change to an earlier time) clockings (using calculated direction), according
to the rules set in this window. The results of the revisions can be seen in the ‘Calculated’ column in the Daily Details screen or the
‘Revised’ clockings in the reports.

Automatic Revisions
Only the revisions that are selected will apply, some have been selected in the example above to demonstrate the operation of each.
Shift Start
‘Disable All Preshift Time’ - will push all clockings from the ‘Assign clocking to this day, for next 24 hours, starting at’ time to the
‘Shift Start’ time set in under Profile.
‘Change Room Time’ - is the amount of time that will not be regarded as working time, before the shift starts. This is generally used to
prevent people earning small amounts of overtime before the shift, which is not permitted.
‘Grace Time’ - is the amount of time employees are permitted to be late.
‘Dock Time’ - is the amount of time to penalize an employee for being late.
Shift End
‘Disable All Post Shift Time’ - will pull all clockings from the ‘End of Day’ time to the ‘Shift End’ time set in the profile.
‘Wash-up Time’ - is the amount of time that will not be regarded as working time, after the shift ends. This is generally used to prevent
people earning small amounts of overtime after the shift, which is not permitted.
‘Grace Time’ - is the amount of early time by which employees are permitted to clock out before the end of shift (without penalty).
‘Dock Time’ - is the amount of time to penalize an employee for clocking out early.

Manual Revisions (Any Clockings)
You can create any number of revisions using the manual
configuration. However, it is suggested to create a few
automatic revisions, which may be closest to your desired
results, then switch to manual revisions and modify the existing
revisions to match your exact desired results.
You can switch between Push and Pull options, by clicking the
‘Pull Back’ or ‘Push To’ button. ‘All Clocking’ will apply to all
clockings in that time zone regardless of direction.
‘First In’ will apply the revision only on the first calculated In
clocking, ‘Last Out’ will only apply to the last calculated Out
clocking for the day.
‘All Out’ will revise all Out clockings within the defined time, ‘All
In’ will revise all In clockings within the defined time frame.
In some cases using Roundings (explained earlier) may be
better for revising all clockings of the day.
If most Day Programs use the same set of rules for revisions, one can configure the default Day Program’s rules and then easily re-apply
the same settings by selecting ‘Use Default Revisions’ on other Day Programs.
The ‘Copy Revision’ button can be used to copy the selected Day Program’s Revision settings. The settings could then be applied by
selecting another day program and clicking ‘Paste Revision’.
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Allocation
JT uses this table to allocate (issue) selected time categories to employees, for their work (time between In and Out clockings) in the
specified time zones. One can issue multiple time categories, within the same or different time zones.

When configuring a Day Program to control Unauthorized OT, it is advised to allocate unauthorized time to the necessary time periods,
as opposed to allocating Normal Time for the whole day and using a rule (explained later) to limit unauthorized OT. This technique will
prevent employees from arriving late and then leaving late (working in an unauthorized OT zone) to compensate for their late arrival.
Without the above technique being used, this 'Automatic Authorized OT' may go unnoticed thus allowing the employee to effectively
work flexi time.
Allocating unauthorized overtime to the necessary time zones will mark any extra time as Unauthorized, and then only once the OT is
authorized will JT take the Authorized OT to fill up any missing NT (provided of course that this rule is in place, explained in Rules).
To add a category, click ‘Add Allocation’, and then select a time category from the Issue dropdown.. If the allocation is for the time
worked before shift, the ‘Pre Shift’ button can be clicked to insert times according to those entered on the Profiles tab. If allocating onduty time (usually NT), the ‘On Shift’ button can be used to insert times. If allocating after shift time, the Post Shift’ button can be clicked
to insert times. Alternatively simply enter times of your choosing in the From and To fields.
To remove an allocation select it click ‘Delete Allocation’. By clicking ‘Copy All’ the allocation setup of one day program can be copied
to another.
‘Allow Auto Breaks to deduct’ - if selected, JT will automatically subtract all assigned automatic breaks from the time category.
‘Allocate to “Off duty” Time’ - if selected, JT will calculate the time that an employee was off site (interruptions like lunch, tea or toilet
breaks). JT will calculate this time using the time between all ‘Out’ and ‘In’ clockings, during the specified ‘Off Duty’ time zone.
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Breaks

All breaks need to be configured in the Breaks configuration window before applying them in this tab. You can double-click on a break in
the Breaks tab to open the configuration window for editing, or access it from the Setup menu. Breaks will be one of two types: Unpaid
(automatic) or Paid.
JT applies Paid breaks by calculating time between breaks (off-duty time) then checking for the longest break and allocating the longest
Paid break first, and then doing the same for subsequent shorter duration lengths.
With all automatic breaks the ‘From’ and ‘To’ times are disabled, as automatic breaks will deduct the Total Duration from all
Allocations that allow auto breaks to deduct from them (see the Breaks and Allocations tabs under Day Programs). These automatic
breaks will be deducted as soon as the predefined conditions have been met, (time worked between the ‘minimum’ and ‘maximum’
amount of time specified in the break parameters).
If a different amount of time needs to be automatically deducted based on the amount of time an employee is at work, you can add more
than one automatic break. Each auto break should have a different amount of time required to work before the break is deducted.
Jarrison Time will only use the first eligible automatic break and ignore the rest.
The ‘From’ and ‘To’ times will only be enabled with Paid breaks and will allow the employee to clock out for the duration of the break
time, anywhere between the ‘From’ and ‘To’ zones set here.
Day programs with breaks should preferably have shift start and end times. Breaks should not be applied to after-hours times e.g. an
employee leaving site and later returning, JT would consider this as a break.
In the example below there are two breaks used, the automatic break deducts 30 minutes while the paid break allows the employee 30
minutes of break time anywhere between 11:00 and 14:00. This is useful in the event of employees taking staggered breaks. This break
only allows for 30 minutes break time, thereafter JT will deduct any additional break time. If an employee does not clock for lunch with
the above configuration, JT will still deduct 30 minutes. (This works well when employees might or might not clock out for lunch.)
If employees always clock for lunch and are not penalized when they don’t clock for lunch, then no lunch break is necessary in this tab,
as they will lose time for their clocked lunch duration.
If employees are required to clock for paid break times and/or toilet times, add a Paid break for the break zone.
Smoke breaks may also be necessary if the employees clock for these breaks and are paid for a certain number of minutes.

By using control- or shift-select to select lines they can be copied by clicking ‘Copy Item/s’ to copy into memory and then add into the
Breaks tab of another Day Program by clicking ‘Paste Item/s’.
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Rules and Formulas
The Rules tab contains the options for additional rules and
formulas, which are listed in the Type column. These
statements are executed top-to-bottom.

Rules
There are two types of rules, and no limit to the number and
order of rules set for any Day Program. The first type of rule
can limit the time of an allocated time category, and convert
the remaining time into the ‘Push To’ time category.

Example: an employee can be allocated NT for the whole
day ’00:00 - 24:00’ and a rule put in place to limit the NT to
say, 8 hours, pushing the remainder time to OT1.5.
The other type of rule is used to fill one time category from another where necessary.
Example: if time categories are allocated separately (NT and OT/Unauthorized OT) and the employee needs to work a certain number of
hours of NT before earning OT, a rule can be put in place to ‘Take From’ OT to fill up any short NT on the day. This ‘Stolen Overtime’
amount can also be stored using the ‘Save as’ time category.
Rules and formulas follow an order of preference, and can be moved up or down in priority using the arrows on the bottom right-hand
side.
One can control- or shift-select rules or formulas and click ‘Copy Item/s’ to copy into memory and then paste/add into the Rules tab of
another Day Program by clicking ‘Paste Item/s’. Right-clicking on ‘Paste Item/s’ will present an option to append copied items to
existing entries, rather than replacing them.
When applying rules, it may be easier to manage the rule of ‘Taking OT to fill up NT’ using the ’Push To’ method, as only one allocation
and one rule is necessary. However if an employee need not work a predefined amount of NT before earning OT, then rules may be
excluded and the Allocations alone will be sufficient.
In an instance of employees being limited to a certain number of hours of any time category, you can set a ‘Max’ condition rule, pushing
the extra time to ‘None’ (first entry in drop-down list). This will eliminate the additional time completely.
Placing a tick in the ‘Advanced’ checkbox will enable conditions to be set for the selected rule or formula, as in the below image.

In this example
the training leave
counter will
increment by two
if the training
time category is
greater than one
hour.

The If Condition can be set to check the previous day’s value for the selected time category or counter by placing a check in the box for
‘Previous Day’.
To see results of the day program with a particular rule or formula not applied, tick the checkbox for ‘Formula Disabled’.
If ‘Post Process’ is ticked, the selected rule or formula will be processed only after all other calculations have been executed.

Formulas
Formulas only need to be created to manage more advanced policies and complicated requirements. Multiple formulas can be created
for any Day Program where the standard parameters cannot produce the desired results. Formulas will use the totals processed by the
other tabs as input, and further process these totals. There is no standard involved when creating a formula solution. Any site requiring a
formula solution may have unusual or specific requirements.
Example 1: We could use two formulas to calculate ‘Total
Time’, using the sum of NT, OT1.5 and OT2.0 and outputting
this into a newly created ‘Total Time’ time category. This new
‘Total Time’ can be viewed in the Daily Details and reports
screen and is treated like any other time category in JT.
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Example 2: A formula using Constant Time and Advanced
conditions:
In the screenshot on the left, we are adding an hour (using the
Constant Time entry, at the top of the time category list), to
Short Time. However we are doing this ‘Only IF’ the
employee has left work more than 30 minutes early. If the
Besides time categories and counters setup in Jarrison, custom fields (set
from Employee
Details)
can also
be used
in rules
andadd
employee
has no Early
Departure
time,
then JT
will not
formulas.
an hour short time.
Note that there are three special fields in the dropdown lists of available time categories and counters, named Calc1, Calc2, and Calc3.
These fields can hold decimal results and can thus be useful as temporary holders in certain types of formula calculations e.g.
calculating percentages, as time category calculations are done in time format and counters are restricted in only being able to store
whole integer values.

Short Time
JT calculates short time by subtracting the amount of allocated time category (typically NT) that has been earned, from the ‘Any time
less than’, and assigning it to the specified time category. The most common rule is configured as per screenshot below. One can also
configure short times for other configured time categories.

The ‘Copy Item/s’ button can be used to copy selected items into memory and then add into the Short Time tab of another Day
Program by clicking ‘Paste Item/s’.

Counters
Counters are used to track the number of occurrences of events matching certain conditions. The most popular counter configured is
the Shift Count, as seen in the screenshot below. The Shift Count will only be incremented if the employee works more than the
minimum amount of hours specified for the day. Day counters are optional to implement and multiple counters can be incremented per
Day Program. Counters can be incorporated in formulas, reports, and file exported to Third-Party System.
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Day Change
For shift patterns which do not run for seven days, like a four day ‘Work’ and four day ‘Off’ pattern (eight days in total), a Sunday for
example, will either fall on the ‘Work’ or ‘Off’ day depending on where the employee is in the pattern. The rules for this Sunday will
probably be different, I.e. Sundays occurring on an ‘Off’ day will be paid at overtime rate while a Sunday falling on a ‘Work’ day will be
normal time. To cater for this scenario two Sunday Day Programs will need to be created, one for the ‘Work’ day and one for the ‘Off’
day. The Shift Pattern that the employee is assigned to must allocate him/her onto one of these two Day Programs (‘Work’) and on this
Day Program you will need to select the other Day Program to use (‘Off’) if it requires different rules (e.g. overtime).

Bonus
Standard Bonus
Standard bonuses can be applied in the event of public holidays where employees are paid. In the screenshot below, JT has been
configured to allocate a ‘Custom Time’ of 08:00 NT for the public holiday (independent of the employee working or not). If the ‘Minimum
Time Required’ were set, then the employee would need to work for the predefined ‘Minimum Time Required’ time, in order to be
awarded the bonus.
There is an additional and optional second time category available, in the event of the employee being awarded two different time
categories as a bonus.
When ‘Balance to Target Time’ is selected, JT will allocate time to the selected time categories which is calculated by subtracting the
worked time from the target time.
Example: The employee is allocated OT2.0 in the Allocation tab, then ‘Balance to Target Time’ at NT. If he or she doesn’t work on the
public holiday, they will get 08:00 hours of NT. If they work for the whole day, they will get 08:00 hours of OT2.0. If they work for only one
hour, they will receive an hour of OT2.0 and 07:00 of NT. This technique is used to prevent staff from being paid three times for public
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holiday work (automatic regular pay and additional double pay for time worked). The example below shows a case where employees
will earn 08:00 hours of NT, regardless of whether they worked on a public holiday or not.

Time Bundle
A Time Bundle bonus is used for employees who need only work for a certain amount of time, but are allocated a minimum amount of
time for their work. This is usually the case for employees working on Sundays. In the example above, the employee would only have to
come in for 10 minutes to receive 4 hours of OT2.0. There is a bundle limit, which would limit the amount of bundles to allocate. In the
example below, the employees would have been allocated 8 hours of OT2.0 if they had worked for 4 hours and 1 minute. However if
they had worked for 9 hours, they would only be allocated the 9 hours worked as it exceeds the bundle limit of two.
Note: This configuration works without any allocations in the Allocation tab! If there are any allocations configured JT will ignore them
unless the ‘Include standard allocations’ option is selected (JT would then allocate them as per normal).

Call Out
The Call Out bonus is used to compensate employees that need to return to work after hours to perform addition work (e.g.
maintenance staff). To configure this, you will need to allocate a ‘Call Out’ time category in the Allocations tab, for the suspected time
range of any callout. In the example below ‘Call Out’ time is being used. The standard working hours for this Day Program are 06:00 to
16:00. So the ‘Call Out’ time is set to be allocated from 16:00 until 04:00 (start of day for the next day). JT will only activate the call out
bonus if the employee clocks ‘In’ during this callout zone, as overtime may occur resulting in the employee leaving (clocking ‘Out’) after
16:00 (OT will be calculated as per normal in this case). However if the employee does return to work and clocks ‘In’ in the specified
callout zone, then JT will activate this call out bonus and allocate two hours of OT1.5 when the employee only works for a minimum of
ten minutes.
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If the ‘Allocate Call Out’ box is selected, JT will allocate the ‘Allocated Category’ time (in this case Call Out 1.5 time), otherwise it will
only allocate the bonus time to the specified Call Out Category (OT 1.5).
With ‘Ignore other Allocations’ ticked JT will not allocate any other time categories during the callout time worked (E.g. NT or OT). It is
recommended to ignore other allocations as further OT may occur during the callout time.
‘Repeat each Event’ will allow multiple call outs to be issued, although there needs to be a minimum of thirty minutes between each
event.
Note that paid breaks during work hours should have set times or may interfere with the bonus allocation.
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Notes

This tab can be used to keep notes on details of the shift setup, for future reference.

Shift Patterns
Shift Patterns (reached from various places including under ‘Setup’ on the menu) are used to assign (map) Day Programs to the
calendar. JT identifies the shift pattern which an employee is assigned to for the day, from the employee’s shift that they were allocated
to on the date, then uses this Shift Patterns table for the correct Day Program to be assigned. Alternate day programs (Day Schedule)
will override this.
To assign a Day Program to each day of the week, click on the day in the table on the right, and then select the corresponding Day
Program from the drop down menu below.
The ‘Start Date’ sets the date of the cycle, which is normally seven days (‘Days in Shift Cycle’). It does not matter what this date is if
the cycle is seven days, as a week always has seven days, as long as the date occurs before the shift start date.
In cases where a bouncing shift is being setup, only the controlling Day Program (has ‘Enable Day Bouncing’ checked on the Profile
tab) will be mapped in the shift pattern.
‘Enable Shift from Device’ will assign the selected shift when employees clock in on the selected device, rather than using mapped
assignments as normal. This option must be enabled from the ‘General-1’ tab of System Configuration.
The ‘Copy Shift’ button will allow you to duplicate a selected shift with the same day program arrangement.
The ‘Excel’ button will export shift settings to an Excel file; once clicked a menu with a choice of ‘Details’ or ‘Summary’ will appear.
Selecting Details will generate a worksheet per shift with details of the settings on that shift. Selecting Summary will generate a single
worksheet that contains only summarized shift information.
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Fixed Shift Rotations
There may be cases when the shift cycle needs to be more, or less, than seven days E.g. A shift where employees work four days on,
and four days off, regardless of the day of week it happens to fall on. In this example the ‘Days in Shift Cycle’ should be set to eight.

You may need to make use of the Day Change option, explained in the Day Programs section, in order to always use a different day
program if the day falls on, for example a Sunday, which allocates double time instead.
If day bouncing is not used to identify which day program an employee works, and for example the employee works the Morning shift for
the first week, Afternoon shift for the next week, then Night shift for the third week in the three week cycle, then the ‘Days in Shift
Cycle’ should be set to 21. In this 21 day cycle, each day needs to correspond to the correct predefined Day Program. Historically this
21 day shift pattern would need to be created for all three of the groups of employees, each starting a week ahead of the next pattern’s
Start Date. It is suggested to name these shift patterns similarly to Group A, Group B and Group C.
You may use the ‘Offset of days in the Shift Cycle’ option to accomplish the same. It will allow you to assign each employee to the
same Shift Pattern, but starting at a different point in the cycle. Thus only one shift pattern will need to be created, instead of one for
each group. In the example of the Morning shift, Afternoon shift and finally Night shift cycle, as mentioned earlier, 21 day programs will
still need to be created and mapped, 7 for the morning shift, 7 for afternoon shift and 7 for night shift. Now Group A employees will have
a 0 as their offset, Group B employees will start 7 days later in the cycle and have 7 as their offset, and Group C employees will have
their offset set to 14.
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On the Employees window, the ‘Days to Offset in Shift Cycle’ for the starting place in the Shift Cycle is set.

In order for these fixed shift patterns to operate correctly, employees should not break the routine of Morning, Afternoon, then Night,
as per the cycle. If they do break the routine, the operator will have to add a manual entry into the Employee Details each time they
break the fixed routine, specifying when they change to the different group’s shift cycle or use the same shift, but add it again using a
different offset if ‘Offset’ is enabled.
It may be easier to configure Day Bouncing and let JT automatically sense which shift is being worked, and then apply the correct Day
Program. However, this gives the employee the ability to choose the shift they want to work, unless they are properly supervised. If
employees fail to clock in and out diligently, resulting in missing clockings, this can also create more work for operators as the system
will incorrectly bounce the employees. If Day Bouncing cannot cater for an ever-changing shift pattern the Day Schedule will probably
be an appropriate solution.

Shift Restrictions
If employees are not supposed to exceed a certain amount of time worked in any given period, you can add a shift restriction to prevent
them from working excessive time. This will remove employees only from devices not designated as Out readers, if JT is communicating
to the hardware directly.

After the calculation is done during the import of clockings, the system will do a check to see if anyone has worked more time than the
maximum allowed in the time frame. The time frame can be selected up to the last 36 days, or for the current period. If they have
worked more time than allowed, the system will remove them from all devices marked as Time & Attendance. They will still be able to
gain access to and from the site using the devices set as Access Control. There is an option to email the supervisor so he/she will know
to attend to the excessive time worked. A filter could also be used to search for all people who have been removed due to shift
restrictions.
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Importing Shifts
Jarrison Time is able to import shift times from certain software packages. The feature can be enabled by going to ‘Setup’, ‘System
Configuration’, General-1 tab. Check the option for ‘Use Imported Shift Times’ and browse to the location the import file can be found
at.

In the Shift Patterns window, there will
now appear an option to ‘Use
Imported Shift Times’ for shifts, as
shown. The imported shift times will
replace the start/end times of day
programs in the selected shift pattern.

With the option enabled, at the bottom of the ‘View’ menu there will be an option called ‘Shift Hours’ to view imported
shifts (shown right).
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Pay Groups
The pay group assigned to an employee will make the calculations on the Daily Summary (Period Totals), to produce the Pay Totals.

Profile
A pay group may be set as one of four types of period: Weekly, Biweekly, Monthly and Dynamic.
Weekly - calculates Pay Totals for a seven day period, starting on the day selected in the ‘Start Date’. The day of week selected will be
shown in the ‘Start Day of Week’ (the day of month selected here is irrelevant for Weekly pay groups).
Biweekly - works in a similar fashion to the Weekly pay group, except that it runs for fourteen days, and the ‘Start Date’ selected will
indicate the beginning of the Biweekly period only. (In this case the day of month is important.)
With the Monthly pay group, JT will start the pay period from the day of the month selected in the ‘Start Date’. The actual month and
year for this ‘Start Date’ is irrelevant. With monthly pay periods, each month has a different number of “Monday to Thursday” days and a
different number of “Friday” days (which often have less target NT). This creates a problem when deciding what the minimum amount of
NT should be, before taking from OT. To solve this problem, you can implement the Sum of Daily method by using the standard ‘Target
Time’ option, which scans through all of the days in the month (according to the pay group start date), summing up all of their target
times. JT will use this total as the minimum amount of NT (or any other time category) to use in the calculation, before taking time from
OT.
If Monthly with Weekly Rules is enabled, JT will calculate the overtime on a Weekly basis with the period being Monthly. The monthly
totals are calculated and shown in reports and exported using the file export.
Being a monthly period starting on the same day of the month each month, you will have incomplete weeks (not a full seven days) at the
beginning and end of the month. JT calculates pay totals for the first incomplete week based on the results from the full week which
started in the previous month.
To calculate this first “incomplete” week’s pay totals, JT uses the period totals (Sum of daily totals) from the incomplete week at the end
of the previous month together with the remaining days at the beginning of the current month. This now makes a full week, so JT can
calculate the pay totals using the pay group rules for this “split” week. Then JT will deduct the amount of time worked (already paid to the
employee) from the incomplete week at the end of the previous period from these pay totals, resulting in the new pay totals.
Each full week is calculated as normal by applying the weekly pay group rules. JT will add the split weeks’ pay totals to all of the full
weeks’ pay totals and then finally add the period totals for the last few days of the incomplete week to produce the Monthly pay totals.
If this option is being used, when viewing the Daily Summary window the context menu that appears by right-clicking anywhere within
the window contains an option allowing a view of Monthly with Weekly Rules.
If ‘Flexi Time’ is enabled, JT will transfer any time (selected in the ‘Carry over limits’) which is greater or less than the ‘Required Time’
to the next period. JT will only transfer the ‘Maximum‘ amount of excess time to the next period, and similarly only transfer the
‘Minimum’ amount of lacking time, as set in the ‘Carry over limits’. The required time may vary if the period type is monthly, in this case
the use of ‘Sum of Daily’ target time may be necessary. In the summary view and reports JT then shows the results of the flexitime
calculations per period as follows:
Brought Fwd - The amount of time that has been transferred from the previous period’s ‘Carried forward’ amount (initial balance of
flexitime). Note that this value can be worked with in a pay group rule or formula if required,
Worked Hours - The actual amount of time worked in the period before applying any flexi time rules.
Closing Balance - The amount of time calculated after adding the ‘Worked Hours’ to the balance brought forward amount.
Lost Time - The amount of time worked which exceeds the allowed limit, for carrying over to the next period.
Carried Fwd - The amount of time which will be transferred to the next period, calculated from the difference between the ‘Closing
Balance’ and the ‘Required Time’.
Set the Start Date (if monthly) or Start Day of Week (if weekly) according to the pay period.
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If you wish to round all Pay Totals you can select a Roundings group from the Use drop-down menu. Alternatively Pay Groups can
apply Roundings rules on selected time categories via formulas.

Rules
The Rules for the Pay Groups work very similarly to the rules and formulas of Day Programs. In some cases multiple rules and formulas
are required to achieve specific results. Rules and formulas can be disabled if need be, like in Day Programs.

Each rule and formula created may also contain an ‘Advanced’ condition and can be configured to execute in order of preference.
Advanced conditions can also check a
previous period’s total or pay total.

Monthly Rule

If the Pay Group type is set to Monthly with Weekly Rules the ‘Monthly Rule’ option will be available to apply on rules and formulas. This option will
invoke the applied rule/formula only at the end of the month, rather than weekly like normal rules. The above settings would try to reach weekly targets of
41 hours of NT, and a monthly target of 195 hours NT.

Calendar
A Dynamic pay group becomes necessary when a varying number of days exist in each pay period and pay group rules are necessary.
To configure this, you will need to create a pay group for each different type of pay period with the different rules and then map each of
these pay groups to the calendar section of a Dynamic pay group. Doing this allows JT to know which rules to apply for the given date
ranges in the calendar. The Rules tab for any Dynamic pay group is disabled as the rules for each mapped pay group are applied. JT
ensures that each pay group in the calendar runs back to back preventing the user from overlapping periods. Dynamic pay groups may
also become necessary when a company needs to change its pay period dates. You would create a longer pay period for the current
period and a shorter for the next until the pay date is correct.
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Notes
This tab allows for notes on Pay Groups for later reference.

Permissible Time
Permissible Time is a technique available to grant permission to employees for being absent without allocating normal time for this
absence, but still enabling overtime be taken to fill up missing normal time worked on other days in the pay period (week/month etc.). If
not using permissible time (common circumstances) it is advised to configure all Paid adjustments (in the Adjustments window), E.g.
Sick Paid and Annual Leave, to allocate NT and Sick Paid time when applying the adjustment. This is done so that you will not have
any Short NT at the end of the period containing days with sick leave. If this NT is not added JT may take time from any overtime worked
to make up for the missing NT. However the employee’s timesheet and/or the payroll system might not want to include/show the
additional NT at the end of the period and rather show and/or export the NT and sick time separately. To achieve this, we implement the
Permissible Time method.
Step 1: Adjustments

In the ‘Adjustments’ window allocate ‘Permissible Time’ instead of
‘Normal Time’ to all permissible adjustments. You may need to create
the ‘Permissible Time’ time category if it is not already available.
(Click on ‘Setup’ then ‘Time Categories’)
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Step 2: Day Programs

This formula occurs in each day program. The
‘Target Time’ must be correct for each day
involved, as it is used in this permissible time
method. You may need to create the ‘My Target’
time category if it is not already available. (Click on
‘Setup’ then ‘Time Categories’)

Step 3: Pay Groups
The final step is done in the ‘Pay
Groups’, this rule will make the sum of
all ‘My Target’ times (calculated by each
Day Program for the period) be the basis
from which to take overtime from.

The below screenshot shows the results of permissible time being applied
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System Configuration
Import Clockings

Jarrison Time can import from a range of external databases, file locations, and/or straight from hardware. The list of compatible
databases is as follows:
Access Manager, ADMS (MySQL), ADMS (SQL), Anviz, Avigilon ACM (PostgreSQL), Axiom, Axxesse, Biometrics3G, BioStar, BioStar
2 (SQL), Biostar 2 (MySQL), Chiyu, ControlSoft, COSEC, CWBio, Face Access, FaceID, Facility Commander, Futronic, Gallagher,
Identity Access, Impro, IXP 220/400 (Firebird), Impro IXP400 (SQL), Impro Portal (SQL), I-NET, iPulse (API), iPulse, L1 (SQL), Lenel,
PalmPass, Paxton, Salto, SAFLEC (devices), SAFLEC (groups), TCMS, TrustOne, Virdi (Access), Virdi (SQL), X-Time, Yaxxa, ZK
(Access), ZK (SQL), ZK Biosecurity, ZKS (MS Access)
Location - select the source of clocking transactions here.
Hardware - when selected will allow you to import directly from devices on the network.
Path - C:\JT-Data\Transaction Logs is the location where log files will be stored, and will be created if needed. JT then creates a
further folder for each month to save the transaction log files into. Each time the system imports the transaction logs, a new file
containing the transactions will be created in this folder for each device. In the event of a power failure during the import, the clockings
can be re-imported from these files. (The logs are only cleared from the device once the file has been successfully created.)
There are also various interfaces available to import from existing databases:
Impro IXP120, 220, 400 - the ‘Path’ and ‘Database’ need to be pointing to the Impro database. There is an additional option to exclude
or include employees belonging to a specified department, from the import. When connecting to a Firebird database across the network
be sure to set the path as follows:
PC Name: Path on target PC
E.g. ImproPC:C:\impronet\databases\
The computer’s IP address can be used instead of its name. You may need to open port 3050 to gain access through the firewall.
SQL Database connections - you will need to connect to the SQL instance first, and then connect again to the selected database.
Import file - where the ‘Path’ and ‘Filename’ need to be set for the location of this import file. ‘Browse’ will allow the user to browse for
additional files from the import clockings screen. The format and possible content to import is found in the C:\Program Files
(x86)\Jarrison Systems\Jarrison Time folder. This option is used when JT does not have a direct database import and the clockings
are made from an external system.
Link External User ID to Device ID - this will import the access control transactions to JT based on the JT Device ID and the access
control system’s employee/user ID. Some access control systems cannot contain an alphanumeric ID. Using this option will allow you to
have alphanumeric employee numbers in JT, enabling Third-Party integration with alphanumeric employee numbers. Note that when
setting up a mixed system (assorted readers that accept alphanumeric and numeric-only), all employees must be sent to all devices to
ensure the correct number will be used.
Auto Add Employees when Importing Clockings - if selected, will automatically add an employee into JT, if there is an unknown
employee number associated with the clocking in the import file, or Impro database, or on the Sagem Reader. JT will use the employee
number, name and surname from the import file, and add the employee with all of the default attributes.
This is an automatic process only recommended when installing JT at a site with an existing access control system, and you wish to
import all existing employees into JT and have space in the software licence to do so.
In most cases this automatic process is not selected and JT will open the ‘Add New Employee’ screen during the import. This enables
the operator to allocate the correct attributes immediately.
Do Not Add Employees when Importing Clockings - this will prevent any employees being added during the import process.
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Communicate Direct to Hardware after Database Import - enables the import of clockings from biometric devices when the import
source is anything other than ‘Hardware’. This will import from the selected import source and then also import from connected biometric
devices afterwards. This is useful for add-on devices.
Use Clocking Groups - if selected JT will only import clockings from the selected locations, as per the Clocking Groups window.
Import Access Transactions - import all clockings (T&A and access-only).
Use Report Groups - enables restriction of users to certain reports.
Use Adjustment Groups - enables restriction of users to certain adjustments.
Edit Ini File - This button will open the Jarrison.ini file with the default text editor. You will need to restart JT for the changes to take
effect (for more on the .ini file please see the Installation manual).
It is also possible for multiple files to be imported at each import, by choosing their base folder and typing in “All Files” as the file name.
JT and the Engine will search for all the files without the “_imported_date_time” prefix in all subfolders and import accordingly.
Select ‘Use Additional File Import’ to enable an additional file source in addition to allow import from a database (and any hardware
directly), then from file as well. The file extension should be .csv. Once imported, the file will be renamed automatically with the date and
time of the import allowing the external system to make a new file. If Device ID is enabled in the system, the ‘Use Device ID’ option
should be checked.

General-1 Options

General Options
Auto Log Out after - Enabling this option will automatically logout users whose accounts are inactive for the specified period of time.
Enable Third-Party Import - Tick this checkbox to enable the ‘Third-Party’ (formerly Payroll) menu option under ‘Setup’.
Prefix employee number - If checked this will prefix all imported employee numbers with the company code from which they were
imported.
Show Database Code - will display the corresponding database code for each item selected in the list.
Show Last Updated Information - with this selected, most screens will show the last time that information was changed in that
particular screen. This may be useful for tracing system changes.
Show Clocking Seconds in Daily Details - will enable the Seconds button on the Daily Details screen and show or hide clocking
seconds.
Synchronize Access Group to - This option will set the first access group of employees to automatically update to match the specified
field, whenever that specified field is updated. The names of access groups must match the specified field in order for this option to
function.
Use Area Schedule - Once this option is enabled the menu option will appear under ‘View’. This option is for JT Clock.
Use Pre-Authorized Overtime - This option will enable the pre-authorized overtime facility, accessed via the ‘Action’ menu. For more
information on using this facility please see the User manual. Also note there are related User Group options on the Action tab.
Shift Change Notification - this option will enable notifications to employees and supervisors if an alternative shift is applied. Note that
SMTP must be setup and the email field in Employee Details must be populated. Once the feature is enabled here, it must be applied to
employees, either from the Misc tab of Employee Details, or Multiple Actions.
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Use Shift from Device - This will enable the assigning of shift pattern according to what device the person has clocked in on. The option
is further configured from the Shift Patterns screen.
Link Supervisor to User - If this option is enabled the system will create disabled User Profiles for employees as they are marked as
being a Supervisor. The ‘Link Now’ button can be clicked at any time to add User Profiles based on all employees’ Supervisor state at
the time. The default password for these system-created accounts will be the same as the profile’s employee number.
Use Dynamic User Filters - If ‘Link Supervisor to User’ is in use then enabling dynamic filters will set each User Profile’s filters to
automatically only contain employees under them in the Supervisor hierarchy. E.g. If Supervisor A is assigned to report to Supervisor B,
Supervisor B will see all of A’s people. If Supervisor B is in turn assigned to report to Supervisor C, Supervisor C will see all of A’s and
B’s people.

Calculations
Use Basic Breaks - will switch off the multiple breaks and variable worked time to activate the break options (configured in the Breaks
configuration window).
Use Max on Breaks - will enable the variable worked time to activate the break feature.
Use Patrol Routes - to enable the patrol route option in JT and enable the configuration thereof, you will have to select it.
Use Imported Shift Times - enables the import of shifts from Goal software. For further information see the section on shift importing in
this manual.

Employees
Force Numeric Employee Numbers - will only allow numeric employee numbers.
Zero Fill Employee Numbers - will prefix the employee number with zeros during enrollment and importing of clockings, to make the
employee number match the length set in the Maximum Length below. You can click on ‘Zero fill Now’ to apply the zero fill process to
existing numeric employee numbers. This will not affect existing non-numeric employee numbers.
ID Number is always required - will not allow the user to save employee details if the ID Number field is blank.
Check valid RSA ID Number - will check the number is a valid South African ID number, if it is valid the label on the Employee Details
window will indicate ‘Valid RSA ID’ otherwise it will display ‘Not RSA ID’ in red. The Date of Birth entered on the Personal1 tab of
Employee Details must match with the ID, and Jarrison will advise if they do not and confirm if you’d like to set it.

Approvals
Approvals are activated here and can be implemented on three different levels:
1. ‘Use Daily Summary Approval’ - operators (usually supervisors) will have to approve on a periodic basis before the
payroll totals can be exported.
‘Enforce Adjustments on “Absence”’ - if selected, then the default adjustment allocated during absence must be
changed by the operator before approval will be allowed. This will force the operator to select an adjustment based on the
reason for absence. Even if AWOL or a similar adjustment is selected it still means that the operator has attended to the
absence.
‘Allow bypass Daily Summary Approval’ - if selected this will enable an option on the Employee Details window (Misc
tab), allowing employees to not require Daily Summary approval before being approved in Pay Totals.
2. ‘Use Pay Totals Approval’ - this will force the operator (usually managers) to approve a group of employees’ totals before
the payroll totals can be exported.
3. ‘Use Department Totals Approval’ - this will require the operator (senior manager or a director) to approve the totals
achieved by each department before the payroll totals can be exported.
‘Approvals Start Date’ - needs to be set, all periods after this date will need to be approved up to the current date.
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General-2 Options

External Web Server
The Web Server option in JT allows specific web-enabled devices to communicate through the web server to Jarrison Time. The
Devices can be located anywhere that has an Internet connection (or GSM signal, depending on device) and it will link back into JT.
Setting up this option will require several details from your service provider and relicensing. On the General-2 tab you will then need to
complete some details, provided by supplier. Once the server and SQL details have been entered, click on 'Connect' to ensure that you
can communicate with the web server. The ‘Initialize DB’ button will set all database records as exported.
Next the device configuration must be set.
Click on 'Access' then 'Devices' from the menu bar.
Details should be as follows:
Name..........Enter a device-specific name
Device Type...External Web
Serial No.....Found on the device itself or from a System Information device menu option.
Further configuration changes must be made on the device itself, and these changes will depend on the type of device being connected
as configuration details vary between device types. Some devices may require a firmware upgrade before being capable of working with
web server, check with your supplier for further information.

Password Control
‘Minimum Password Length’ - controls the number of characters in the password.
Lockout User After - Select to lock the user login after the set number of failed login attempts.
‘Password Expires Every’ - If the users need to change their passwords regularly you can select this option and the users will be
notified when they log in. Users may not re-use the previous password.
Remember Last - Check this option to enable JT to disallow users reusing the specified number of previous passwords.
‘Password Complexity Level’ - will force the users to comply with the password requirements during password changes and in the
‘Users’ window.
Logon using Windows User name - Enabling the option allows users to automatically login to JT if their Windows account and Jarrison
user names are the same. From ‘Users’, ‘Profiles’ the option will need to be selected for each user account it is to apply to.

Job Costing
There are options which will only become available if Job Costing has been enabled as a feature. These options allow for counters to
be enabled, the automatic adding of Actions and Jobs when importing clockings, and allocating time categories from day programs for
time clocked as jobs. Please refer to the Job Costing manual for further information.

JT Live Alternate Server - Used with the Advanced Access Control module when a fail-over server should be configured. Enter the IP
address of the secondary server to use.
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New JT Server Location
Place a check next to ‘Decommission and route users to new SQL server’.
The Server Name field will then become available to enter the new server details.
This feature enables the migration of the JTime database from a running server to a new server, without having to individually change all
user PC configuration files to point to the new server. The major versions of JT on both servers must match.
The procedure is as follows, once all users are logged out of JT.
1. Backup the JTime and JT_Supp databases and restore them on the new SQL server.
(Information regarding restoration of databases can be found in the Installation manual)
2. Login to Jarrison on the old server.
3. From the menu bar go to Setup, System Configuration, and then the General-2 tab.
4. Select the box next to Decommission and route users to new SQL Server.
5. Enter the new server’s details in the Server Name field.
6. Click ‘Test Connection’ to check the connection is working.
7. After clicking on ‘OK’ a warning message as below will appear.

8.
9.

Log out of Jarrison Time.
Log in to Jarrison Time again, the following message will appear:

After ‘OK’ is clicked Jarrison Time will connect with the new server.

Custom Logo
An image may be selected to display in the credentials window when logging in, replacing the Jarrison Time logo.
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Notifications

Offsite email address - is always used when doing a backup zip and email, as the suggested recipient.
Enable the ‘Notification via SMS’ when selected devices go offline. Only SMS when offline for at least - if ticked the option for
Notification via SMS will appear as an option in the Devices window. The amount of time a device must be offline before an SMS is
sent can be set here.
Enable the ‘Notification via Email’ when selected devices go offline. Only mail when offline for at least - if ticked the option for
Notification via Email will appear as an option in the Devices window. The time a device must be offline before an email is sent can be
set here.
Notify via email when any device goes offline for at least - If any device goes offline for a preset time a notice can be mailed to any
email address. Set the number of minutes that the device must be off for in order to send the email notice.
Device offline email notices to – address to send notifications to, multiple recipients can be semi-colon separated.

Email Settings
These settings need to be entered correctly in order for the Device Engine to email reports, notifications or reminders. Please contact the
IT Administrator for assistance with local settings.
SMTP Server - this is the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol server that will be used.
Username - the email username for the email account, not necessary in most cases.
Password - the email password for the email account but not necessary in most cases.
Domain Name - will be used in the email for the recipient.
Use SSL Connection - Tick this box if your email settings use Secure Socket Level.
Test Email settings - Enter an email address to send a test email to

SMS Settings
These settings need to be entered correctly in order for the Device Engine to SMS reminders or notifications. You will need to contact
Bulk SMS in order to create an account with them, https://www.bulksms.com/support. They will provide a username and password.

Auto Email
This section allows fields of system-generated emails to be customized.

Licence Expiry
This setting determines how far in advance users start seeing Licence Expiry warnings before the expiry date.

Reminders
Email Reminders - if selected will email any reminders allocated on the Reminders tab of the Employee window, at the specified time.
SMS Reminders - if selected any reminders allocated on the Reminders tab of the Employee window will be sent via SMS, at the
specified time.

Feedback
An additional email recipient can be added for emails sent from the Feedback button on the toolbar.

Allocations
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This tab configures the way JT handles exceptions e.g. Absence, Late Arrival, etc.. The default settings are rarely changed.
Late Arrival - this specifies the time category to allocate any late arrival to. The counter selected here will only be incremented if late
arrival exceeds the specified time.
Early Departure - this specifies the time category to allocate any early departure time to. The counter selected here will only be
incremented if early departure exceeds the specified time.
Missing Clockings - in the event of a missing clocking, JT will automatically increment this counter. If there is only one clocking for the
day, JT will use this as the first clocking of the day, then apply the late arrival calculation to it (even if it is the Out clocking). If there is at
least one Out clocking for the day, and a Missing Clocking is encountered (odd number of clockings), JT will apply the early departure
calculation, only if ‘Ignore Early Departure’ is not selected. If the Job Costing module is enabled, a separate counter can be set to track
missed Job Costing clockings.
All Clockings Count - this will increment the specified counter for each clocking.
Manual Clocking Count - this will increment the specified counter for each manual clocking.
Unpaired Clocking Count - this will increment the counter specified when a ‘non-paired’ clocking occurs for the day. See more in the
Day Program section.
Monitor Early Arrival - this will increment the counter specified for any employees who have clocked in before a certain time prior to
shift start. The amount of time is specified in the Profile tab of Day Programs - the option will become available only once a counter is
assigned here.
Monitor Late Departure - this will increment the counter specified for any employees not clocked out after a given period after shift end.
The given period is specified in the Profile tab of Day Programs - the option will become available only once a counter is assigned here.
Attendance - if an employee has one single clocking for the day, then JT will increment the selected counter. This is useful when doing
a ‘Present’ report based on counters. If this is not required then select ‘Not Used’ from the list and JT will not increment the counter.
Dynamic Shifts - this will increment the counter specified when ‘Use Shift pattern for next days’ has been enabled in the Clockings
tab of Day Programs.
Absence - if there are no clockings on a work day then JT will allocate the target time (specified on the Day Program assigned), to the
time category selected here (Absence). In addition JT will also increment the selected counter (Absence). For no action to be taken on
absence, select the ‘Not Used’ entry from the list.
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Reports

Report Margins - can be adjusted, to ensure the whole page is printing onto the sheet of paper.
Standard font for “Information Bar” on reports - all reports share the font selected. To change the font for all reports’ information
bars, click ‘Change Font’.
Email File Attachments - if selected, is used to email reports from the Reports and Export windows.
Shift Restrictions - Restrictions are setup by going to ‘Setup’ on the menu bar, then ‘Shift Patterns’, then the ‘Restrictions’ tab.
Selecting ‘Always ‘Carbon Copy’’ will activate a field for an email address to be entered. This address will receive a copy of the
deactivation email that gets sent to the supervisor.
Default path for Auto-report files - sets the location where automatically generated reports will be saved.
Default Settings for Clockings Export - configure options for the clocking export file.Hardware
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Enrollment
Show Enrollment Reader on Employees Window - if selected, the enrollment options set here will be applied to all users on JT. This
will allow each user to select their own enrollment options on the Biometrics tab of the Employee Details screen, which will be saved to
their local PC for future use.
Use local Enrollment Settings - if selected, JT will use the saved local settings (set with Show Enrollment Reader option temporarily
selected) for each users enrollment.
Show Fingerprint Database - will allow you to select which database to send the employee to on expanded Morpho devices from the
Employee Details window.
Select Standard Enrollment Reader - will allow you to select the general enrollment reader for capturing fingerprints. The Sagem MSO
300 and MSO 1300 options will allow for enrollment with an optional dongle (for better quality). The older Sagem MSO 100 always
requires a dongle.
All devices in JT will be included in the selection, however in the event of no enrollment reader present the quality of the prints captured
is reduced when enrolling on Sagem T&A or access control devices. If fingerprints are enrolled directly on the reader the templates can
be imported into JT from the device. Click on ‘Import’ then ‘Employees from Device’ and select which device to import from.
Morpho Hardware:
Consolidate - if selected will acquire three separate prints per finger from each person during enrollment, and combine them into one
average print.
Use Verif - if selected a verif licence must be embedded in the Sagem MSO Device or a verif dongle must be present and the quality of
the enrollment is far better. If the dongle is used then the Number of good quality fingers is enabled, and sets the number of
acquisitions necessary before saving the person’s fingerprint.

Morpho Mifare Tags
‘Use Mifare Tags for Morpho Readers’ - to implement the use of contactless (Mifare) cards with the Sagem MA120, MA520, OMA520,
or Sigma readers, select the encoder that will be used. Click on ‘Configure’, leave the ‘Block Number’ as 4 and then browse for and
select the keys in the ‘C:\Program Files\Jarrison Systems\Jarrison Time\Mifare STD Keys’ folder.

General
Use Device ID - will show the Device ID field on the Employee Details screen and then send this number to the devices as opposed to
the Employee Number. This function is used in environments where the device communicates to an access control system which can
only accept a numeric Wiegand code, or where the device itself can only accept numeric employee codes and the employee numbers in
JT need to be alphanumeric (per payroll).
Use Siren Times - will enable the use of siren times. Once enabled, schedules can be set in the Siren Times window. The schedule to
use can be selected in the Devices window.
Use Change Room Devices - will activate this feature (see the Day Program section for more on this).
Use Temporary Cards - Enable issuing of temporary RFID tags (option then available from the ‘Access’ menu)
Show Advanced Options - if selected, adds more options to the Devices context menu (shown by clicking the green power bolt icon in
the Devices window). Advanced Options will only display while this configuration screen is open.

I/O Register
Direction from Device - using this method JT will determine whether a person is IN or OUT based on the direction of the device which
they last clocked at. Each device which you want included in the I/O Register must be activated and set to either In or Out from the
Devices window.
Calculated Direction - calculates on the basis if first clocking for the day is In then the next is Out. This uses the start of day as per the
shifts, so night shift employees will also have a true In or Out status.
Ignore Duplicate Clockings - select if required. The time to be ignored between repeated clockings is set here in minutes.

JT Clock
Check JT Clock Connection - This button tests the connection between Jarrison and the JT Clock server (only applicable if JT Clock is
enabled).
Note that Windows ports 58768 and 5277 must be open in order for JT Clock to communicate.

JT Web
Check Web Server Connection - This button tests the connection between JT and the JS Web Server (only applicable if JS Web
Server is enabled).
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Engine
The Device Engine is a standalone part of Jarrison that should always be running. It only runs on one designated machine, as a service.

The Device Engine processes device tasks using multi-threading. This means that by default it processes groups of up to 30 devices at a
time, rather than one by one. Depending on the type of hardware the computer has, the number of simultaneous tasks may be
configured in the jarrison.ini file.

Engine Settings
Designated “Computer Name” - is the name of the PC which will run the Device Engine. This is normally the PC belonging to the
person who is responsible for monitoring the systems devices.
Collect transactions every - the frequency with which the Device Engine will collect clockings, once it has been started.
Log import from each device separately in audit - if selected the audit trail will reflect imports per device.
Number of days to keep log files - The number of days to keep log files
Auto update time from PC - if selected, the Device Engine sets the time on a daily basis, from five minute intervals up to five days.
Set the ping interval to - determines the time that the Device Engine waits to check (ping) all of the active Devices, any commands
waiting to be performed are then performed after the ping command. Ten seconds is the recommended time.
Process ‘Leave Accrual’ daily - this option appears if the Leave module is enabled. If selected it will set leave accumulation to be
processed by the Device Engine as part of its daily processes.

Backup
Backup database daily at - a backup will be performed at the time of day set here. It will only keep the selected number of backup files
in the selected folder and delete the rest (WinZip files only). It is advised to back up to an external device or network.
Include supplementary database - if selected this will include the supplementary database in the daily backup routine.
Number of files to keep - The number of backups and log files to keep in their respective locations.
Backup Path - is the destination for the backup file, zipped or not. JT first performs the backup to the C:\JT-Backup folder, then zips if
necessary, then copies the file to its final destination (HDD, flash drive, network drive etc.). The C:\JT-Backup folder on the PC where
the database is installed must be created and needs to be shared with Read, Write and Modify (change) access for all users who want
to perform the backup. Note that C:\JT-Backup must still exist on the SQL server regardless of what location is set here.
Backup Prefix - will always be prefixed to the backup file for easy identification, including the date and time of the backup.
Segment email attachments into - will divide the backup into smaller files as not to exceed a mailbox attachment size limit. You can
piece it together again using JT Support only.
Backup on exiting Jarrison Time - this will automatically perform a daily backup upon exiting and only backup the database once a
day, as soon as the first user exits each day.

Visitors
Please follow these steps in order to setup the Visitors Management module.
1.

Enable the Visitors Module in the System Configuration.
‘Enable Visitors Module’ - will enable the use of the Visitors Management module.
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2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

In the ‘Jarrison.ini’ file found in ‘C:\JT-Data\Config\’ folder, you can add the line ‘VisitorEnroller=True’. This will maximize the
logon screen preventing the user from performing other tasks on the computer.
If eSkan devices will be used the option can be enabled.
Enter a prefix in the empty field next to ‘Prefix for Visitor Number’. It will be appended to each visitor’s number in the system.
NB: This prefix cannot be the same as the first three letters of any employee number. Once set the employee number will not
be allowed to contain this prefix. The length of this prefix is customizable. (Note that the Prefix option will be disabled if there
are already visitors in the system)
You can also specify whether the visitor photo is required or not, and the photo of the drivers licence.
If ‘Print Document’ is selected the visitor’s details will be sent into a Microsoft Word document (explained in the Visitors
section) and printed after adding the visitor.
Select the type of devices that you would like the visitors to use. Only one device type can be used for visitors.
Next is to create a ‘User Group’ to be assigned to a user (the visitor enroller).
a. View - will allow you to open the ‘Visitor Management’ window.
b. Visitor Enroller Only - will not allow the user to access any other aspect of Jarrison Time besides the Visitors
Management sections. This will also maximize the screen preventing the user from performing other tasks on the
computer.
c. Add New - will allow the user to add a new visitor (some users may only be allowed to ‘Activate’ existing visitors).
d. Deactivate - allows the user to deactivate an existing visitor (remove them from the device).
e. Activate - allows the user to activate an existing visitor (add their prints to the specified device/s).
f. Edit - allows the user to edit the details (names, photos, fingerprints etc.) of existing visitors.
g. Delete - allows the user to permanently delete a visitor.
h. Reprint Document - allows the user to print the document again (may be necessary after changing the spelling of a
name).
i. Logout after action - will force the user to logout after each action (add, delete, edit, activate etc.). This will provide
an accurate audit trail for a site with multiple visitor enrollers.
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9.

Next thing to setup would be one or more access groups. The access group should only allow access to the door or turnstile
device/s where visitors gain access to.
10. Next step would be to setup a User Filter to limit the visitor enroller to which access groups (devices) he/she can allocate to the
visitors. To do this click on ‘User’, then ‘User Filters’. Now select access groups on the left and select the appropriate access
groups from the middle.
11. Now you can add a user for each visitor enroller and allocate them to the ‘User Group’ and ‘User Filter’.

12. Next step is to configure the information fields that are required for all visitors. To do this click on ‘Setup’ then ‘Custom’.
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13. If ‘Required’ is selected, the Visitor Enroller will not be able to continue until this particular information is entered into each
‘Required’ field during editing and adding of visitors.
14. ‘Print’ must be selected in order for the field information to be printed on the indemnity form.
15. If the ‘Set Selection’ is selected, the operator will not be able to type in their own information in this field for the visitor, they will
have to choose from a list of predefined options. To add an entry to this list, type in one of the options in the ‘Update Set
Selections’ box and click on ‘Save’.
16. The Word template itself needs no modification before use. Should you wish to modify it the next step would be to ensure the
name of the MS Word document is ‘JT_Visitor.doc’ and that it’s located in the same folder as JarrisonTime.exe. This Word
template contains a table consisting of twelve rows and two columns. Depending on the version of MS Word, click on the table,
then select ‘Insert’ then ‘Bookmark’ to access this table. The first column contains the ‘Descriptions’ (custom visitor fields)
and the second column contains the ‘Details’ (data entered by the user). Each cell in the table contains a bookmark and the
relevant information is passed to the document for printing using the location of each bookmark. The ‘Person to Visit’
information uses the ‘JTCust11’ bookmark.
Example: The ‘Cust5’ bookmark in the sixth row and the first column will print the description ’Phone Office’. The phone
number entered for that visitor will be printed in column two of row six. Further details including terms and conditions and
different logos may be added to the template without affecting the ‘Bookmark Table’.
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Enabling eSkan
eSkan is an access control product designed to monitor vehicle and driver movement on premises. By licensing the option in Jarrison
Time the log files can be imported into JT and form part of the Visitor module.
To begin using eSkan, tick the option in the Visitors tab in System Configuration. Select how frequently you’d like the log files to be
imported, and whether they should be purged after a certain amount of time.

Using the eSkan devices file (check with your system administrator if you don’t have this file) you can insert device serial numbers into
the Devices window in the Serial No field and then name the devices as you wish for clarity in reports.
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To manually import log files, go to Visitors on the menu bar and select ‘Import eSkan’.

To view transaction logs go to Visitors, and click ‘Manage’. From this window you can browse entries and edit status or other details if
required.

Specific transaction details can be viewed by going to Reports and selecting the Visitor Movement report. Individual transactions can
then be searched for.
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Workflow
Workflow is a hierarchical notifications function in Jarrison Time, which can be set to apply on Overtime Pre-Authorizations, Overtime
Authorizations, Manual Clockings, or Adjustments. Email SMTP will need to be configured and working before using Workflow.
Any task initiated as part of Workflow needs to be approved within a specified time frame by whomever the task-initiator reports to, in
accordance with the configuration requirements, and the Supervisor and User Reports To assignments in the system. Failure to
complete the task in time will result in notification being sent to the next level of the hierarchy.
Declined tasks will revert to their initiator, while approved items will move to the next level (if there is one).

To include an aspect into Workflow, tick its ‘Use…Workflow’ option and assign the number of levels of approval required. The first level
is the task initiator, not an actual approval level. In the image above all aspects are included and any authorized or pre-authorized
overtime will require two approvals while adding or removing clockings or adjustments will require one approval.
Any task that enters Workflow should be given attention within four hours, per the Escalate Workflow setting, or it will result in a
notification being sent to the person who has not attended their task, and their supervisor.
Note there is also an escalation setting in User Profiles that can be applied on each user
account; this is to send an additional notification if the user has not completed their tasks
within the time set.

The Escalation Process Schedule determines when Workflow notifications will be sent. The above configuration will allow for
notifications Monday – Friday, between 06h00 and 18h00. A holiday calendar may also be set to align Public Holidays if notifications are
required on public holidays as well.

There are also User Group options under View to determine the control and authority users have in Workflow.

Workflow Administrators can view all tasks, and reassign them.
Users who should be included in Workflow can be added in two ways: if they are employees then they should be marked ‘Is a
Supervisor’ in Employee Details. If the user is not an employee in Jarrison Time then from User, Details tab, a selection should be
made in the ‘Reports To’ dropdown menu.
Please refer to the User manual for more on working with Workflow.
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Misc

The Misc tab contains an assortment of initialization options for Jarrison Time (previously found in the Jarrison.ini file), applied
depending on what type of system configuration is in place and what is required. Jarrison Time and the Engine will need to be exited and
restarted for a changed option to take effect. The below options will override duplicated options in the .ini file.
Access Group Change - Set the default number of days Access Group Valid To dates can be extended by (for more see the
Biometrics section in the User manual).
BioStar Link Custom - Links the custom field specified in BioStar to the Employee Number in JT
CWBioTable - When connecting to a CWBio database use this ini entry to say which table to look at in the CWBio database to get
clockings from.
Delete Device Clockings - Set to No if you do not want to delete the clockings on the device after the clockings have been imported.
Device Log - This file will be created each time the Device Engine is started, and record its actions in more detail.
DSV Blue Font - designate blue text on the Daily Summary View to represent a non-working day, or a weekend.
Import Date Format - Used to specify what format the date should be. Default format is: ddmmyyy
Import File Format - If using ‘Import File’ as a clocking source (Import Clockings tab) this option can be used to specify the format of
the import file.
Import Reverse IO - Used to reverse the clocking direction if necessary when importing from an external database.
Inactivity Check Midnight Only - If Shift or Access Group Restrictions are in use, set this to Yes to only check for removals at midnight
JobLog - Only works with Impro. Reads event code greater than 40 or event code between 9 and 13, exports transactions, merged with
very next employee transaction, to a text file.
JS Web Batch Size - The number of clockings to include in each import batch from JS Webserver. Default value is 200.
Max Threads - Used to specify the maximum number of threads to run simultaneously, default is 30 without this entry.
Paxton Import - If the import from the Paxton database must use the employee number field rather than user ID, then add this line.
Portal Import - If the import from the Impro Access Portal database must use Employee Number rather than Employee ID, then use
=TagCode. Use =EmpNo if the import is from the Impro Access Portal database must use Employee Number (MD_VALSTRING = 1 in
Master_Detail Table) rather than Employee ID.
Sigma Reboot - Set to Yes if a Sigma device needs to be rebooted due to it regularly going into a frozen state. Note that the device will
be rebooted at midnight.
Set Exported in IXP400 - Set to No if you do not want to mark clockings as exported in the Impro IXP400 database.
Time Manager - Set to Yes if the import file is a Time Manager format export file that was made in SoftCon. Then set the import location
in Jarrison to Import File and select the file as normal.
Transfer Batch Size - Use this entry to reduce the batch size if there is difficulty sending profiles to devices
Upgrade Bypass Backup - Set this to True for sites that cannot create the C:\JT-Backup folder due to IT restrictions and upgrading is
required. Please ensure that you do have a backup first! It is recommended to ensure other means of successful backup before applying
this option.
Virdi Import - If the ‘Employee ID’ should rather be used as the JT employee number when importing from a Virdi database, use the
Employee ID option.
To map the import of data from a Virdi database to the JT database differently, modify these options as needed:
Virdi Link cPost (default is Site)
Virdi Link cStaff (default is Occupation)
Virdi Link cOffice (default is Department)
ZK Import - Use the Log option if the import is from a ZK Access 5.3 database. Use LogId if badge number is linked to PINs in the
transaction table. Use LogDoor if the ZK SQL database does not have a table called Machines.
Update Details From Imported File - Set to True if you would like employee information to update from the clocking import file.
ZK Reboot - Used to send reboot commands to ZK devices per specified interval. The numeric value is minutes.
The ‘Rebuild SQL Views’ button would be used after a database is restored, or something of a similar nature where SQL’s views are
not working correctly.
ZK Transfer Timeout - Used for the timeout when sending templates to ZK devices.
‘Rebuild SQL Views’ may be required after a system restore or similar circumstances involving a disruption to the database set.
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System Preferences
From ‘Setup’ then ‘System Preference‘, various system-wide customizations can be applied.

Daily Summary

The Daily Summary tab allows columns to be add or removed from the ’Daily Summary’ and ‘Pay Totals’ displays.
To add a column, select a time category (prefixed by Tim), or a counter (prefixed by Cnt) from the Available Items column (items
available in JT but not yet showing on the Daily Summary) and then click the arrow pointing to the right to move it into the ‘Selected
Items’ list.
To remove a column, select it from the ‘Selected Items’ list and click on the arrow pointing to the left.
You can also rearrange the columns to the left and right by selecting the item and clicking the up and down arrows in this window.
To show or hide columns for the ‘Day Program’ short description, ‘First and Last Clockings’ or ‘Daily Flexi Balance’ you can select or
deselect them from the ‘Include in Summary View’ box.
Use User Group Settings - Apply Daily Summary settings per ‘User Groups’, ‘Daily Summary’ tab.

Adjustments 1-6 and Adjustments 7-12
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Jarrison Time can save twelve Common Adjustments which are displayed on the Daily Details window. The first six, Adjustments 16, are configured in this tab and the next six are configured in the next tab (Adjustments 7-12). The operator will see the text entered in
the description field ‘Desc’ here as a button to click. The selections chosen in this window will be allocated to the adjustment clicked by
the operator. All of the options per adjustment are explained in the User manual.
Users can be restricted to only using predefined reasons from User Groups.

Exceptions

Daily Exceptions
The Daily Exceptions selected here will all be displayed when the operator opens the Exceptions window. The minimum amount of
Short Time needed in order to be displayed is also entered here. To view a different amount of short time, select Short Time from the
top of the Exceptions window and change the ‘Greater than’ time, or change the default value here.

Day Schedule

The colours used in the Day Schedule for each day program are set here. Additionally the columns to be displayed on the Day
Schedule and Pre-Authorized Overtime windows can also be selected.
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Custom Fields
Accessed via ‘Setup’ on the menu then ‘Custom Fields’, this window has various options for customizing fields and labels.

Employee Fields
Custom ‘Employee Fields’ are shown on the Employee Details window and allow you to save customized information for each
employee. The label or name for each field can be entered in the first text box. (These options will be available for reporting and
exporting purposes.) Note if you wish to enter ampersand (&) in the name you will need to enter double (&&).
If the field is set to ‘Required’ the operator will be forced to complete the information in the field before they can ‘Save’ data they’ve just
entered.
If the ‘Set Selection’ check box is selected, the operator will not be able to type in their own information in this field for the employee in
the Employee Details window, they will have to choose from the list of predefined options. To add an entry to this list, type in one of the
options in the ‘Update Set Selections’ box and click on ‘Save’.
If ‘Allow Duplicate’ is checked then duplicate field entries will be allowed.
Placing a check in the ‘Hide’ column for a field will prevent the field from displaying for users. Users who should
be able to view hidden fields must be members of a User Group where ‘Show Hidden’ is applied on the
Employees tab.

Labels

The default labels available from the Employee Details window, reports, and the file export can be changed here.
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Use Dates
The Site, Department, Class, Company, and Occupation fields can be set to become date driven to work in the same way as Shift
Patterns or Pay Groups, please see the User manual for more detail. Place a check under Use Dates for any field which should become
date-driven.

Additional Employee Fields
Up to 18 additional customizable date-driven fields can be added to Employee Details. Simply place a check under Enable, and provide
a Description for the field.
Once added the new fields will appear under ‘Setup’, ‘Employee Fields’, where options can then be added for them as with default
fields. They can then be assigned from Employee Details.

Visitors
Fields to be used in the Visitors module can be customized from this screen. These fields can also be used to import additional info
from eSkan devices – please refer to the eSkan manual for further information.
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Job Costing

Default labels for the Job Costing module can be managed here.

Trace
The labels (fields) used in JT Trace can be customized in this window and will be shown in the JT Trace windows.

Export File Creator
The File Creator is used to create an export file for Third-Party System integration. If you are not completely familiar with the import
batch layout of your Third-Party system, it may be advisable to arrange to have a payroll consultant available to assist with the setup.
If your payroll system is Sage People, it is possible for Jarrison to export straight into the database, rather than creating a file that must
be imported in a separate process. Please contact Sage and Jarrison Systems for further information.

Name - The name entered will appear in the list when the operator selects an export file to create from the File Export screen.
Export Type
The Periodic type will export the Pay Totals for the dates selected in the File Export screen.
The Daily type will only export the Daily Totals (seldom used).
Monthly with Week Rules type will export on a monthly basis but using the Weekly rules.
Leave would be available if the Leave module is enabled, and will allow leave balances in the export.
File Export Options
Include Employees with Zero Totals - this option will export for all employees, even if they have no totals for that export period.
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Multiple records per Employee - this option will enable multiple rows in the Details tab. Some Third-Party systems require that a
separate line per time category be exported (E.g. Pastel Payroll) you will need to create each separately (explained further below). If
multiple time categories are exported in one row (E.g. VIP Payroll), then this option need not be selected.
Separate Record per Adjustment - If there is more than one adjustment on a day each adjustment will show on its own line. Note that
the hours allocated will only be displayed for the first adjustment listed. This option requires the export to be a Daily Export Type.
Excel File - Will export into a new Excel document.
Column Headers - only possible with Excel File selected, use Caption field as column header.
End of Month Date - if selected will use the last day of the month of the period following the selected period as the date shown in the
export file.
CSV Format File - this option will generate a text file with a .csv extension (automatically inserting commas between fields).
Tab Format File - this option will produce tab-delimited fields in the export file.
Set Lockdown Date - if selected, JT will automatically set the Time & Attendance Lockdown Date, explained in the System
Configuration section, with the end date of the period exported.
Allow Export Without Approval - once selected, specific options of what to exclude will become available, allowing export of
employees who have missing clockings, and/or absence, and/or unauthorized overtime. This feature will not apply if no approval levels
have been set.
The number of records exported can be added at the top ‘Prefix’ or at the bottom ‘Suffix’ of each export file. Simply select one or both in
the ‘Export Count’ box.
File Location
Filename - name and extension to use on export files.
Filename uses Date Range will include the ‘From’ and ‘To’ dates in the name of the file.
Filename uses End Date will include only the end date in the file name. E.g. vip12-Dec-14.asc
Filename uses Current Date & Time will make the name of the file contain the file creation date and time, after the ‘Filename’ entered,
but before the file extension. E.g. “Vip.asc” would become “Vip 23Apr2015.asc”
Overwrite Existing File - if selected, JT will replace any existing export file with the new one, without warning. The export file path is
shown at the bottom of this tab, and can be changed by clicking on ‘Browse’, which will enable browsing to the desired output folder
(type in the name of the file with its extension).
Header Record 1 - if selected, JT will display one text bar for manual entry of this header line, and will always output this single header
as the first line during each export. Subsequent Header records will be added if selected.
Trailer Record - if selected, JT will display a text bar for manual entry of this trailer line, and will always output this single trailer as the
last line during each export.
Column Headers – If selected any completed Caption fields will print in the export file.
If you need to format the date of the file name, then include the format using single quotes. Examples:
Vip 'ddMMMyyyy'.asc would become Vip 23Apr2015.asc
Vip 'ddMMyy'.asc would become Vip 230415.asc
Vip 'ddMMMMyyyy'.asc would become Vip 23April2015.asc
Vip 'ddMMMMyyyy'.asc would become Vip 23April2015.asc
Vip 'dd MMMM yyyy'.asc would become Vip 23 April 2015.asc
Vip 'dd MMMM yyyy HHmm'.asc would become Vip 23 April 2015 0832.asc
Vip 'dd MMMM yyyy HHmmss'.asc would become Vip 23 April 2015 083212.asc
Export Count
Apply one of these options to add a count of the number of records exported, in the export file.
The Details tab is used to configure the line items in the output file. The items are listed from top to bottom, and will be exported from left
to right into the export file.
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To add a ‘Column’ into the export file, click on ‘Add’, this will create a new entry in the table. The columns can be moved from left to
right using the arrows on the right.
The item type will always be either a ‘Constant’ or a ‘Field’, each item needs to be configured independently from the others.
A ‘Constant’ type will always export the same value typed into the text box. Examples: Batch Transaction codes, End of Line codes,
Time Category codes, or any non-changing items necessary. To do this, type in the constant value into the ‘Constant’ text field, with the
‘Format’ as text, and the ‘Length’ being the number of characters required.
The ‘Field’ type is used to export existing items within JT (Time Categories, Counters, Dates, Clocking Times, and Employee Details
etc.).
Select the export ‘Format’ for the field (e.g. Text, Number, Time or Date etc.), and then set the ‘Length’. If the length is set to ‘0’ then JT
will export the entire constant, regardless of its length, otherwise JT will export the field according to the length specified.
Left Alignment - JT will begin exporting the field from the left to the right, with any additional spaces appended (specified length
greater than field length). If the length of field is greater than the specified length, JT will still export from left to right, but only for the
length specified.
Right Alignment - JT will begin exporting the field from the right to the left, with any additional spaces suffixed (specified length greater
than field length) to the beginning of the field. If the length of field is greater than the specified length, JT will still export from right to left,
but only for the length specified.
Export Trigger - JT will only add a row to the export file if one or more of the ‘export trigger’ items have a value associated to it, for the
date range selected to export. In most cases one would set the NT and OT etc., as triggers, then during the export if there were any NT
or OT, JT would export the entire row into the file. (If there were only OT, JT will still export the entire line, but export the NT as 0.) If all
employees in the filter needed to be exported, one could select the employee number as a trigger (as all employees have an employee
number).

If Multiple Records per employees were selected in
the General tab, JT would present the details as per
below image. Each Row in the list on the left
represents a separate set of details in the details list
on the right (configured in the same way as the
standard export). Rows can be added to the file export
by clicking the + icon at the bottom of the list. Multiple
Records exports the details for each row, on a new
line in the file.

Third-Party Import
JT can import the employee and leave information from certain payroll systems, including VIP People. It can also import in a
customizable CSV format, such as a SAP system can automatically generate. This import process can be automated - see the section
on Planned Events for more information. To enable Third-Party importing, select ‘Enable Third-Party Import’ from the ‘Setup’,
‘System Configuration’, ‘General-1’ tab. The menu option will then appear under ‘Setup’.
Employees can also be imported into JT from a CSV file created from an existing Third-Party or Access Control system etc., without
affecting any existing employees as long as all employees have unique employee numbers.

Details
For VIP Premiere and Classic, any PC required to do this
import will need to have an ODBC username and
password with the necessary privileges in order to
import.
To add a company to import from, click on ‘Add’, then
enter the ODBC username and password with the
company name. All of the Update selections will match
the entries from payroll to JT. If a department is changed
in Third-Party, then the department will be changed in JT
during this import. The ‘Update Personal Details’
selection will update gender, marital status, language,
date of birth, and email address from Third-Party.
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If importing from a Sage 300 / People system it is possible to use Rule Numbers for each company to filter imports.

If importing from Sage 300 it is also possible to import from certain Departments
(Hierarchies in Sage). The Department selection is dependent on what has been
linked with Department on the Field Mapping tab.

Example 1: Below Department has been linked with Branch from Sage.

When ‘Select Departments’ is clicked the resulting screen will present Branches that can then be selected for importing from.

Example 2: Below Department is linked with Department.

When ‘Select Departments’ is clicked the resulting screen will present Departments that
can then be selected for importing from.
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If importing from Sage 300 it is possible to export directly to the Sage SQL database, however Sage will need to be contacted to assist
with the User Defined Batch configuration.

The ‘Synchronize Access Group to’, ‘Synchronize Shift to’, and ‘Synchronize Pay Group to’ options all work the same way. They
allow for the selected field to be set according to an import value of another field. Once the option is ticked then Access Group/Shift
pattern/Pay Group will be set according to the selected field in the drop-down list (Department, Occupation, Class, or Site). The field that
is being synchronized must have a corresponding existing entry to that which is being imported. For example, to synchronize Access
Group to department, if the department being imported is named “Finance” there must already be an Access Group named “Finance” in
order for the synchronization to work. If there is no matching existing entry, no change will be made.

Field Mapping

To configure the linked fields between Jarrison and VIP, go to
the ‘Field Mapping’ tab. Click in the VIP Fields column
dropdowns to match the selections from VIP with what they
should be in JT.

Leave
To enable import of leave from Third-Party,
move to the Leave tab and select ‘Enable
Leave Import’. The ‘Days to go back’ are the
number of days from the current date that JT
will look for leave in the Third-Party system.
Similarly the ‘Days into Future’ are the
number of days that JT will look for leave into
the future from the Third-Party system. These
dates are used during automatic imports and
can be changed during a manual import.
If required ‘Use Leave Capture Date’ can be
ticked to import transactions based on their
date of capture. (In other words the capture
date must be 5 days back or in future, rather
than the occurrence of the leave)
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To map the Third-Party System’s leave types to JT’s leave types, click on ‘Link Leave’, then click on the JT Adjustment column next to
the Third-Party System leave type to select from the list of all the adjustments in JT.
To import employees manually, click on ‘Import’ on the menu bar and then ‘Employees from Third-Party’. To import leave, click on
‘Import’ and then ‘Employee Leave from Third-Party’.

Importing from CSV
If you wish to import from a custom CSV file, you may do this by enabling Third-Party Import and adding a company as you normally
would, and then selecting ‘CSV Import File’ in the Third-Party drop-down selection box. Click ‘Browse for file’ to locate the file you
wish to import from.
The ‘Synchronize Access Group to’ option can be applied if it’s desired to update access groups according to one of department, site,
occupation, or class that is being imported.
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Then go to the Field Mapping tab to configure how to assign fields from the file into Jarrison.
Click in the column under ‘Map to JT Field’ to choose a field to assign.

Note that the CSV file should not have more than 51 columns in total.
Employee Number, Device ID, and Notes info can be imported when adding new employees however these options cannot be used to
update existing profile data. Note employees cannot be reinstated within 45 days of ending service.
If using CSV import to activate or terminate employees the following field options are used:
Employee Status = ‘withdrawn’ or ‘terminate’ to end service, ‘activate’ or ‘reinstate’ to make active again.
Status Date = date of termination or reinstatement, if empty the current date will be applied.
Note an Employee Status change does not automatically deactivate an employee on devices as the manual action normally would. From
CSV import this is controlled by Biometric Status, which can be ‘Y’ (making person active) or ‘N’ (making person inactive).
Importing of the CSV can take place manually (see User manual for more on importing from Third-Party) or via Planned Events.

Planned Events

Planned Events is the means of automating tasks in Jarrison.
As the Device Engine starts it will read the planned events and then run each one as the set time occurs. Each day at midnight the
Device Engine will re-read the planned events in preparation for the next day.
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To test the planned events or if the Device Engine was closed during a planned event and a rerun is necessary, you can click on the
‘Run Now’ button to action the event immediately, disregarding the scheduled time.
It is possible to select more than one Planned Event to test (or to re-run events if the Device Engine was not running during the
scheduled event’s time). Hold down <Control> or <Shift> on the keyboard while clicking on each event, then click the ‘Run Now’ button,
and the selected events will be added to the queue. Note: If ‘Import Clockings first’ has been selected, the Device Engine will not
import the clockings first.
Planned Events which are not needed for periods of time (e.g. holiday break) can be disabled via the checkbox in the lower right corner.
The ‘Excel’ button will send a listing of events and settings into Excel.
Click ‘’Add’ to create a new event.

Event Type
Devices Not Importing
This option will produce a summary email showing which (if any) devices have been offline since last successful import. The number of
hours since last import can be specified.

Email Reminders
You can configure JT to email the list of reminders. To add an email planned event click on ‘Add’ then select ‘Email Reminders‘ in the
dropdown and apply the following options:
Start Time - the time at which the Device Engine will send reminders. If the Device Engine is not running during this time, no reminders
will be sent. It will not save unsent reminders for later.
Recurrence - ‘Weekly’, if selected will give you the option to select any combination of days in the week. If ‘Monthly’ is selected then
you can select a particular date which occurs in the month or the first or last weekday occurring in the month.

Email Reports
Email reports are processed and then emailed by the Device Engine. Please do not forget to ask the administrator for assistance in
setting up the SMTP details in the System Configuration window.
From the Event Details tab there are the following possibilities:
To add an email report click on ‘Add‘ then select the Email Report from the drop-down menu in Event Type.
Report - this is the list of all of the reports created in the Report Creator.
Filter - this is a list of all of the filters in Jarrison Time. Only people matching the criteria of the filter will be reported on.
Email - you have to enter at least one email address, multiple recipients will need a semi-colon (;) to separate them on the same line.
CC - there is also an optional CC (carbon copy) line if necessary.
BCC - there is also an optional BCC (blind carbon copy) line if necessary.
Start Time - the time at which the Device Engine will start processing the email. If the Device Engine is not running during this time, no
emails will be sent. It does not store a list of emails to be sent. 23:45 is the latest time to launch an event.
Import Clockings first - this will put an entry in the queue for the Device Engine to import clockings before running the report.
Send Employee their own details - this will use the Email field for each employee on the Employee Details tab instead of the Email
to field in this window. This option will only show data for each specific employee and email it directly to them. It will also CC and/or BCC
each email to the address entered in this window.
Only send if report is not empty - if selected then JT will not send reports which contain no data, an example being the absentee
report if all staff are present.
Email Excel file - to send the reports attached in Excel format, as opposed to PDF.
Reporting Period - this can be Current or Last periods, alternatively you can use
Today or Yesterday, or the last week.
Recurrence - if Weekly is selected it will give you the option to select any
combination of days in the week. If Monthly is selected then you can select a
particular date which occurs in the month, or the first or last day occurring in the
month. Other Monthly options are ‘Last day of the month’, ‘Second last day of the
month’, ‘Third last day of the month’.

Right-click Options
Using <Shift> or <Control> selection it’s possible to select email events
and change common attributes in bulk by right-clicking on a selected item.
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Export Clockings
Clockings can be exported on a schedule. To add this import click on ‘Add’ then select ‘Clocking Export‘. You can then choose the
event time and recurrence, and whether the export format should be XML.

File Export
You can configure JT to email an export file. To add this planned event click on ‘Add’ then select ‘File Export’ using the following
options:
Start Time - the time at which the Device Engine will send the export file. If the Device Engine is not running during this time, no export
files will be emailed. It will not save an entry to email later.

Import Adjustments
You can configure JT to import adjustments at any given time. To add this import click on ‘Add’ then select ‘Import Adjustments‘ using
the following options:
File Name - This will be the path and file name. The file name will need to be constant. The external program making this file will need to
append to the file each time. JT will prefix the file name with “Imported” and append the date and time.
Start Time - the time at which the Device Engine will send the export file. If the Device Engine is not running during this time, no export
files will be emailed. It will not save an entry to email later.
Use Date Range Format - You will need to select the import format, template files with the correct format can be found in the
C:\Program Files (x86)\Jarrison Systems\Jarrison Time folder. Note that certain regional settings in Windows need to be set as well,
further detail can be found in the template files.

Import Clockings
You can configure JT to import clockings at any given time. This method of importing can be used if importing clockings are to be set to a
specific time if one is not suitable.
To add an import time report click on ‘Add’ then select ‘Import Clockings’ using the following options:
Start Time - the time at which the Device Engine will import the clockings. If the Device Engine is not running during this time, no
clockings will be imported. It will not save an entry to import the clockings.
Region - only the Devices belonging to the Region selected will have their clockings imported at this time.

Recalculate
A recalculation can be scheduled to run at certain times, on a filter.

Remote Site Import
Once a device has been set for remote importing, imports from it can be scheduled through Planned Events.
If working with many similar events and need to make similar changes, there is a right-click option to make bulk changes after selecting
the entries.

SMS Reports
Automatic SMSes are processed and then sent to the recipients by the Device Engine. Please do not forget to ask the administrator for
assistance in setting up an SMS account. This is done in the System Configuration window. You will need to sign up with the SMS
provider to receive a username and password.
To add an SMS report, click on ‘Add’ then select the ‘SMS Report’ option.
Report - this is the list of all of the reports created in the Report Creator.
Filter - this is a list of all of the filters (employee groups) in Jarrison Time. Only people matching the criteria of the filter will be included in
the SMS.
Cell No - you have to enter at least one cell phone number, multiple recipients will need a semi colon ‘;’ to separate them on the same
line.
Start Time - the time at which the Device Engine will start processing the SMS, if the Device Engine is not running during this time, no
SMS will be sent. It does not store a list of SMSes to be sent.
Import Clockings first - this will put an entry in the queue for the Device Engine to import the clockings before sending the SMS.
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Send Employee their own details - this will use the ‘Cell Phone’ number for each employee on the Employee Details tab instead of
the ‘Cell No’ field in this window. This option will only show data for each specific employee and SMS it directly to them.
Only send if report is not empty - if selected then JT will not SMS reports which contain no data, an example being the absentee
report if all staff are present.
Reporting Period - this can be ‘Current’ or ‘Last’ periods, alternatively you can use ‘Today’ or ‘Yesterday’.

Third-Party Import (Employees and Leave)
JT can be set to automatically import the employees from a Third-Party system. To add this import click on ‘Add’ then select ‘ThirdParty Import‘. The drop-down box for ‘Third-Party’ will allow you to choose which company (setup beforehand from ‘Third-Party
Import’ under ‘Setup’) you wish to import from.

Third-Party Import (Leave)
JT can be set to automatically import employee leave from some Third-Party systems. Setting up would be similar to Third Party
Employees and Leave Import.

Email Message

From this tab the body of the email that accompanies email planned events may be customized.

Repeat
This tab allows for the setting of repeat planned events, multiple times in one day if so desired.
Selecting the checkbox for ‘Repeat every’ will allow the interval for repeats to be set.
‘Exclude previously reported today’ - this would be applied in a case where for example, an absence report is being run but
employees only need to be reported on once, rather than showing up on subsequent reports.
‘Recalculate before running report’ - forces JT to recalculate before processing the event. This option will only become available when
JT Live is running.
‘Exclude already clocked today’ - will exclude any employees who had previously clocked for the day.
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Lockdown Dates

From ‘Action’ on the menu there is an option called Lockdown Dates. Applying a date will prevent users working with days which occur
before this date. Lockdown dates can be independently applied to Time & Attendance changes, Day Schedule changes, Leave (module)
changes, and Overtime pre-authorizations.
This can be taken advantage of when making shift changes (Day Programs) and keeping the old totals protected (unchanged) during a
recalculation.
If the Leave module is enabled the earliest date from which to process leave accumulations can be set.

User Profiles
A user login account is necessary for each operator who needs to sign in to JT. Every user has a name, description and password. The
user will login using their User Name and Password. Usernames are not case sensitive, but passwords are. User accounts are setup
via ‘User’ then ‘Profiles’ on the menu bar.
There is an Administrator user (Admin) which is not restricted by user groups or user filters and does not occupy one of the User
allocations of the software licence. However the Admin account should not be used on a regular basis and is restricted from doing so.
The Admin user is intended to sign in on an irregular basis to administer the system only. This account automatically logs out after four
hours of inactivity.
In the lower left corner of the User Profiles window, the number of user accounts created out of the number licensed is displayed. The
‘Log All Out’ button will log all active users out the system.

Details

User Name - The name that will be required for logging in.
User Description - The name that will display in the left of the status bar.
Password - Password to login with the accompanying user name.
Confirm - Confirm the entered password.
Email Address - Email addresses may be added for each user. These will be used when the Send Email to Users function is used.
Can’t Edit - The employee list will be presented in the dropdown list, and if the user should not be able to edit a certain person a
selection can be made. A name can be entered in the Search box beside the dropdown to help find the person.
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Reports To - Used in conjunction with Workflow, to assign the person above this user in the hierarchy. A name can be entered in the
Search box beside the dropdown to help find the person.
Force Logout - any user with access to this User Profiles window will be able to clear another user’s logon status. It may occur that a
user’s PC restarts unexpectedly or loses network connection, resulting in the user still being Logged On according to JT.
Display due Reminders at logon - show a message if Reminders are due next time the user logs in.
Change Password at next login - will force the user to change their password the next time they sign in. They will also have to conform
to the password control set in the system configuration. If passwords are set to expire, the expiry date is displayed.
Logon using Windows User name - allow the selected user to automatically login to JT after launching the software, if their Windows
and Jarrison user names are the same.
Account Locked - If the account has been locked it can be unlocked by unchecking this option.
In the lower right is an option to disable user accounts which are no longer active but should remain in the system. Disabled accounts do
not use a licence seat.

Permissions

User Group - These groups are created in the ‘User Groups’ window explained in the User Group section of this manual, and will
determine what the user can do and see in JT. Once this user group is selected or changed, the changes will be effective the next time
the user logs in to JT.
View Filter - This will determine who the user can view in JT.
Edit Filter - This will determine whose information the user may edit. Users can only edit employees that are also included in the View
filter.
Assigning a view and edit filter is most commonly applied to supervisors or managers, who only need to be able to work on their team’s
results and/or to authorize their overtime etc. and not have permission to change any data of their own, or fellow supervisors’ or
managers’ results.
If any employee’s details change and now match the criteria set in the user filters, that employee will be included in the employee list at
next login.
Filter Group - assigns a user to be able to use selected filters.
Report Group - assigns a user to be able to work with certain reports.
Adjustment Group - assign a user to be able to perform certain adjustments.
Authorization Group - assign a user to be able to authorize certain categories.
Job Group - assign a user to be able to work with certain jobs. (Job costing module)
Action Group - assign a user to be able to work with certain actions. (Job costing module)
Area Group - assign a user to be able to work with certain Areas. (JT Clock)
Device Region - if applied will limit the devices the user will be able to view in the Device Action Monitor
Start-Up Filter - if applied will load the specified user filter as the user logs in to JT. It does not limit the user to only that filter; it just
loads it automatically at start up, the user may unload it if they wish.
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Defaults

This tab allows the defining of default field values to apply when adding new people to the system. Prior to 6.4 this was done via the
jarrison.ini file.

Substitution

On the Substitution tab it is possible to configure a particular user to be able to work as another user for a selected period of time, with
the substitute user assuming all the other user’s rights and privileges.
JT Audit will still log all actions under the substituting user, including the substitution action itself.

Note that in order for the substituting user to be able to make the substitution, the
option must be checked in the User Group they are a member of, in order for the
menu option to be available.

Lockdown
The Lockdown tab enables the selected user to temporarily override dates set in Lockdown Dates (under ‘Action’).
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After ticking the ‘Lockdown Override until’ box you will be able to enter a time up until which the selected user will be permitted to
override for. Note that the override only applies for the day it is set; it is a temporary permission.
The ‘Can only edit from’ date can then be set as far back as required for the user to make their changes.

User Groups
User groups are created and then assigned to users. Each selected item in each tab indicates permission for the user to perform that
particular action.
‘Select All’ - will automatically select all of the actions for the current tab, while the ‘Select All’ button on the Profile tab, will select all
actions on all of tabs.
‘Deselect All’ - this button works in the same way as ‘Select All’ except it deselects all actions. On the Employees tab you can hide or
show the tab for the operator by selecting or deselecting the tab name in the ‘View’ section.
The ‘Copy’ button will create a duplicate of the selected group.

User Filters
These filters are created and function similarly to standard employee list filters but only can be applied to user accounts. To manage
these filters click on ’User Filters’ under ‘Users’ on the menu bar. When a user is assigned to a view and/or edit filter, that user will only
be able to perform actions on employees matching the search criteria specified in the view and/or edit filters.
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User Preferences
This window allows for customizing of certain display options, per user. The preferences can only be set by the user (they must be
logged in as themselves). Users who do not apply this option will have system-wide settings applied.
In order for the user to access these options their assigned User Group must have the User Preference option enabled.

Daily Summary tab - Set the user preferences for what they would like to see presented in the Daily Summary. To enable the custom
view in the Daily Summary, right-click and select ‘Use Custom User Columns’.
Adjustments 1 to 6 and Adjustments 7 to 12 - Set the adjustment shortcuts preferred in Daily Details. To enable the custom shortcuts
from Daily Details, right-click in a gap between the buttons in the Common Adjustments area, and select ‘Use Custom Adjustments’

Day Schedule - The user may set the columns they would prefer to see in the Daily Summary from here, as well as their preferred date
format. To enable the custom settings in the Day Schedule, right-click and select ‘Use Custom User Columns’.
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Send Email to Users
This option allows emails to be sent to any users who have a valid email address filled in User Profiles. SMTP must be set up in order
for the feature to work.

Devices
Details
Enabled - each device needs to be enabled to be included in
the Device Engine list.
Remote Clockings Import - if selected will disable all other
parameters besides the device name and will include the
device in the Remote Site Clockings Import list. This is used
to import the text file created by another JT Lite or JT system
installed at another site, or clockings exported directly to a flash
drive from a standalone reader. JT assigns this device name to
the clockings imported from that location.
Name - should briefly describe the device’s physical location.
Region - can be used if you would like to group and then view
devices by location in the Device Engine. This option makes
monitoring easier at sites with many devices and allows for user
filtering.
Device Brand - needs to be selected so the Device Engine
knows which interface to use when communicating with the
device. More than one device type is possible on a site, and
sites running ZKTeco devices may run Algorithm 9 and
Algorithm 10 simultaneously.
Interface - “Installed” will display if the correct interface for the
device type has been installed, or a Download button will
appear if not.
IP Address - JT uses this IP address to communicate with the
device.
Port - the port Jarrison will attempt to communicate to the device with.
Ping - this button will send a ping request to the device, using the Time-out specified in the Time-out field.
Model - type of device, completed by the system after a Get Device Type action.
Serial No - will be shown after getting the type.
Biometric - will be auto-selected after getting the device type.
Time-out (ms) - is the amount of time JT will allow for a successful return of communications from a device. 500ms for a clock on a LAN
is acceptable, and 4000ms for a clock over a GSM network should be sufficient. These timeouts are set in milliseconds i.e. 500ms = 0.5
seconds.
Direction - serves two purposes. The first is for the direction shown in Daily Details and reports concerning the original clockings. The
second purpose of the direction is for use by the I/O register. This is explained in the Configuration section.
Used for Time and Attendance - if not selected, the clockings will not be included in any time calculations, but will be stored for
reporting purposes (access reports).
Monitor Online Status - if selected, the Device Engine will Ping the device (check to see if the device is online), and at each Ping
Interval it will update its Online status with the date and time. If it is not selected the Device Engine will only check if it is online during
communication to the specific device (i.e. set time, collect clockings, add an employee to the device etc.). This too will update its Online
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status with the date and time. It is recommended to leave this option selected for devices on a LAN and leave it off for devices on a
WAN.
Allow Duplicates - this option will override the Ignore Duplicates settings set in any Day Program for clockings which originate from
this device. If this is selected, duplicate clockings from the device will be marked as ‘Dup’ in Daily Details.
Import clockings from this Device - if not selected the device will simply not collect any clockings, this may be the case when the unit
is connected to a third party system, and clockings are collected from that system.
Activate Siren Schedule - when this option is selected, you will be able to select one of the schedules configured in the Siren Times
window. The Activate Relay for option is disabled as the relay will now be used to trigger a siren. Important: The Device Engine will
need to be running during siren times as it sends the command to the device/s at each siren time.
Activate Relay for - if activated will set the duration for the relay trigger time when access is allowed during clocking. The relay on the
device can be used for opening doors or activating external audio visual equipment etc. If this is not selected the relay will not function at
all. This relay duration, selected or not, will be used during the Open Door action.
Providing the device is a Morpho and has a display (MA200, MA500+ and OMA520, any Sigma other than Lite) the Show In and Out
buttons option will be available (Direction should be set to Device). If the device is configured to show In and Out buttons, the
employee will have to push either In or Out on the device before they can present their finger for identification. Remembering of course
from the User manual that JT does not differentiate between the In and Out clockings. The first clocking for the day is calculated as an
In and the next as Out regardless of its original direction. However the original direction will show on access reports. This In and Out
feature is useful when employees work on rotation shifts with the start and end times being identical (18:00 - 06:00, 06:00 - 18:00), and
they forget to clock. The operator will be able to see if the 06:00 clocking time was In or Out as selected by the employee before
identification, and easily be able to rectify a missing clocking.
Show Time on Reader - if this option is selected the time will be displayed on the device, if compatible (e.g. older Sagem readers).
Once these parameters have been modified, the configuration will need to be sent to the device. (Morpho readers only)
In the lower left corner of the Devices window, the number of devices active out of the number licensed is displayed.
Clicking or right-clicking the green lightning-bolt icon will produce the context menu pictured below, which offers several valuable options
for configuring and setting the selected device. Note that menu options may vary according to the manufacturer of the device selected.
Send All Employees - this action will send all employees to the device, per
configured access rights.
Set Time - this command will synchronize the device time with the server.
Reboot - will perform a device reset.
Send Configuration - this option will send all the saved configuration settings
to the device.
Import Clockings (This Device Only) - this command will attempt to retrieve
clockings only from the selected device.
Remove all entries in the queue for this device - all queue entries and
commands for the selected device that are still awaiting processing will be
cancelled and removed from the list.
Get Device Type - used to get model of device (completes the Model field).
Device Information - this will send a request to the device for certain
information regarding the device itself and data it has collected. An example is shown below.
Re-import clockings from this device only - re-import clockings only for the selected device.
Please refer to System Configuration, Hardware tab, Advanced Options in this manual for further menu option information.

A Device Info result window.

The ‘Summary’ button at the bottom of the Devices window can be used to toggle a summarized view of settings applied to all devices,
which can also be sent to Excel.
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Extra
Hikvision devices need to have their password entered from this tab.

Used by JT Trace - if the JT Trace feature is enabled, this option will be selectable. It will allow the device to be used for Trace
clockings.
Used by I/O Register - if selected then the transactions from the device will be included in calculating employee In/Out status.
The Change Room Device option will become available if selected in the System Configuration. When a device is marked as a Change
Room Device and Change Room Devices are active on the day program, JT will ignore clockings from all Change Room Devices
which occur before the first and after the last Non Change Room Devices. You can see more about this in the Day Program section.
Online and Offline SMS notification number - If enabled in System Configuration, cell numbers to notify of status can be entered.
Use JT Live - If using Morpho hardware, this option can be activated to allow clockings to appear in Jarrison as soon as a reader is
clocked on or to facilitate anti-passback or zoning (Access Pro module).
Deny Access on no response from JT Live - If the device is being used for Access Pro purposes, this setting instructs it to not allow
access if the device loses communication with JT Live. (By default the device will allow anyone through if server communication is lost.)
Use Time Zone - Checking this option will allow use of a longitudinal time zone on the reader (not to be confused with Jarrison’s own
time zone setting). Note that in versions below 5.9.35 the Device Engine PC is considered to be at 0 and time zone settings are relative
to this (not UTC-based). From 5.9.35 and above the time zone settings are based on GMT/UTC (+2 hours).
Use Daylight Saving - Selecting this option will activate Daylight Savings on the reader. Once selected, details of when savings should
be applied must be configured appropriately.

Work Code
Use device as a Job, with Work Code - If the Job Costing module is
enabled, this option will allow the selected device to be used as a
dedicated job reader i.e. transactions from this reader will always be
for the same action on the same job.
Once this option is enabled, the Work Code Setup options will
become active, allowing selection of job and action for the device.
If the device is a JT Clock device, the JT Clock Work Code Setup
options will become active, allowing setting of job and action groups.
Please see the Job Costing manual for further detail on these options.
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Device Action Monitor
The monitor can be accessed from 'Access', 'Device Engine Monitor'.
This window allows the status of devices and actions of the Device Engine to be monitored. Devices may be grouped by region, or a
search may be entered to refine the list of devices displayed. Clicking on any column header will sort the list by that column. If the Device
Engine is not running, the Monitor will indicate this and display the last received updates.
Note that the user machine’s time needs to be synchronized with the server time in order for the Monitor to reflect accurately.

Device Regions
Click on ‘Access’ then ‘Device Region’ to add or edit Device
Regions. The Device Engine can be set to only show devices
belonging to a particular region. This is useful for monitoring a
select few devices at large sites that have various areas and
many devices.
The area selection box is activated in the Device Engine by
right-clicking the Device Engine anywhere within the devices list
and toggling the ‘Show Regions’ option on the context menu.
Devices can be allocated to regions from the Devices window
once regions have been added.

Siren Times
Click on ‘Access’ then ‘Siren Times’ to create siren schedules. The Device Engine will send a command to all online devices for each
time set in the siren time schedule. The Engine needs to be running at the time of each siren schedule.
If the times are changed in the schedule the Engine will only register the changes at midnight, or you can restart the Engine for the
changes to take effect immediately.
Each device must have a siren schedule assigned to it and it cannot be used to open a door (activate relay) as the relay will be used to
trigger a siren. Each device can trigger a different siren schedule and there is no limit to the number of siren times per device.
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Time Zones
A Time Zone specifies the access-allowed times for an employee on different days of the week.
Click on ‘Access’ then ‘Time Zones’ to setup time zones.
Time zones will work using 15 minute segments for Morpho devices. Using ZK devices, the summary will be used. (No in-between time
segments can be used.) To activate the 15 minute sections, click the row and an ‘x’ will appear in the line indicating access allowed. The
15 minute blocks are shown on the upper right as you move the mouse over them.
To deselect the 15 minute blocks, click the right mouse button over the ‘x’s.
After setting up required zones, click ‘Send to devices’ to send the configuration to the system hardware.

Access Groups
Access groups are set by going to ‘Access’ then ‘Access Groups’.
Access groups are necessary to construct a “Device and Time” schedule for employee’s access control. Each employee can be
allocated to any access group created as long as it has no limit restrictions being applied. The employee will be able to clock at all of the
devices selected, but only for the ‘From’ and ‘To’ times associated to it. A ‘Send Configuration’ will need to be performed (only once),
on each device in order for these time zones to take effect. If an access group has changed, resulting in employee’s permissions
changing, the employee should be sent to devices again.

Many access groups can be created using any combination of devices and time zones.
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Certain limits may be implemented for further control. Inactivity Limits are used to remove non-clocking (absent for extended time)
employees from devices. The system will do a check at midnight every day or shortly after the Device Engine starts if it has not been
running over midnight. The employees will be removed and their status set to accordingly If notification should be sent to the supervisor,
the option to ‘Email the employees’ supervisor after activation’ should be ticked. If no supervisors are assigned, or additional emails
should be sent, the And / Or send email to address field can be completed.
Excessive Access Limits may also be implemented to remove any employee who clocks too many times during the specified time
period. This check will be done each time an import of clockings occurs and will only apply for the number of hours specified before the
clocking import.
Employee Limits allow for access groups with a limited number of members. Note that if the access group has already been applied to
a greater number of employees than the limit allows for, no one will be removed from the Access Group. Only future additions will be
restricted.
The ‘Excel’ button will send a listing of events and settings into Excel.

Device Clocking Reasons

Clocking Reasons are brief descriptions that can be sent to compatible devices via Send Configuration, allowing individuals to select
on the device why they are clocking in or out. Each reason should have a direction and type set (toggle options by clicking in the
column). Morpho devices with screens are compatible with clocking reasons. Note that JT Live must be enabled and running as well.
When employees select the reasons, their calculated hours for the day will be affected according to whether they are choosing T&A
breaks (may result in short time) or access breaks (will not affect short time).
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Clocking reasons can be set by going to ‘Access’ then ‘Clocking Reasons’.
To show these reasons on reports, the report must have the option to ‘Match Original Direction in Columns’ enabled (Totals tab in
Report Creator).

Reason Groups

Reason Groups can be set by going to ‘Access’ then ‘Reason Groups’.
Reason Groups allow for the assigning of reasons defined in Clocking Reasons to specified device buttons. This function only works with
compatible readers (Sigma range).

JT Clock Settings

JT Clock Settings is accessed via ‘Access’ then ‘JT Clock Settings’. This window allows for the creation of settings groups, which can
then later be applied to Clock Team devices or Clock Myself employees. Note JT Clock requires Android 6 (“Marshmallow”) or higher on
devices.
Authentication Type - Determine how clockings should be authenticated, if at all. The options are to use the device’s own
authentication means (built-in fingerprint reader), an external USB enroller, or no authentication.
Use GPS Location - Determine the physical location of the device by using GPS.
The app will look for both GPS and Network location by default and whichever location is found first (either GPS or Network) is then
tested to see if it’s accurate within 50m. If the tested location coordinates are not within 50m of the initial location coordinates a message
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will appear saying "Location not found" with two options: 'Retry' or 'Try Again Later'. If a location cannot be found the clocking will not
complete.
If the user selects 'Retry', the process starts again to see whether a Location accurate within 50m can be found.
Use Camera - If a photo should be required for each clocking
Job Costing - If the device should be enabled for Job Costing only
Job Costing and T&A - Apply if the device should be enabled for Job Costing and T&A transactions.
Select Job to Finish - Allow users to select which job they are clocking out, rather than automatically clocking out the last job that was
started
Manual Clockings - Allow users to clock manually
Add People - Allow users to add employees on the device (requires enroller authentication)
Edit Names - Allow users to edit names of employees on device (requires enroller authentication)
Enroll Templates - Allow users to enroll templates (requires enroller authentication)
Manual Workcode - Allow users to input a workcode when clocking for jobs, as opposed to making a selection

Clocking Groups

Clocking groups are used when groups of employees use different sets of Time and Attendance vs. Access Control only readers. In
order to activate clocking groups function, ‘Clocking Groups’ need to be enabled in the System Configuration (Import tab). To manage
these clocking groups, click on ‘Setup’ then ‘Employee Fields’, then ‘Clocking Groups’ from the menu bar. In the screenshots above
the Admin clocking group will only obtain their Time and Attendance clockings from the Reception Door whereas the Factory staff will get
their clockings from the Factory T&A device and the east and west turnstile readers. In this example Admin staff may pass through the
turnstiles during their daily duties, without those transactions affecting their Time and Attendance calculations.
The Default Clocking Group includes all the Time and Attendance readers as configured per device i.e. if a device is set to “Time and
Attendance” then it will be selected in this default group. Similarly when connecting to external access control systems, only the readers
set to “Time and Attendance” will automatically be selected here. Once a new clocking group is created, one can select the Time and
Attendance readers regardless of their original Time and Attendance status.

Clocking groups may also be set to be date-driven, if this is required simply check the option for
‘Use dates’ on the Import tab in System Configuration.

This will change the Clocking Group field on Employee Details to a label, with the assignment
option appearing in the Personal2 tab.
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T & A Devices
In some cases T&A Devices from external access control systems need to
be defined within JT. This option is not available with all Import Locations
(external access control databases).
To setup the Time and Attendance terminals, click on ’Setup’, then ‘T&A
Devices’. The clockings from each device selected here will be imported
into JT. Each device also has the option of being set as In or Out clocking
during the import. To set or change this direction you can click on the
entry in the ‘In / Out’ column. In some cases you may have the option to
select Device which will mark the clocking as In or Out based on the
direction received from the access control system. If clocking groups are
necessary, you will need to select all possible T&A Devices in this window,
then setup the clocking groups as explained in the Clocking Groups
section. In some cases the ‘Only Import for Access Group’ option is
available and JT will only import clockings from employees who belong to
the specified access group.
If Job Costing is enabled devices can also be set as job costing devices
here.

Patrol Routes
Patrol Routes can be used to ensure continuous orderly movement by security staff. They are required to clock at certain devices, in a
specific order and of course within the specific time constraints. A Patrol Breach will occur if the assigned route is not adhered to.
A patrol route is allocated via Day Programs, giving us the option of having different routes for different days for different people.
Patrol Breaches are indicated on the Access Control report, identified by underlining the transaction (configured in the Report
Creator).
Patrol Routes can include only one Device if need be, ensuring that security does indeed clock regularly.
Patrol Routes work independently to Access Control and Time & Attendance, but can also be merged. To merge patrol routes with T&A,
you can make use of ‘Only First and Last Clockings’ option in Day Programs to calculate T&A (only if a T&A terminal is included in the
route).

In the example above the security guard will need to start at East Turnstile then go to the Reception Door within 20 minutes to prevent
a patrol breach. The next point to reach would be West Turnstile within 15 minutes.

Temporary Cards
It is possible to capture and issue RFID cards for compatible devices on a temporary basis by
enabling the option from ‘Setup’, ‘System Configuration’, Hardware tab.

Maintenance
From the ‘Access’ menu click on Temporary Card Maintenance.
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In this window new tags can be captured. If the card has been issued the issuing information will display.

Click ‘Add’ to capture a new Card Label and Tag No.

Issue
To assign cards to people click on Temporary Card Maintenance under ‘Access’.

Select the card to assign, then either enter a name to Search for or select a person from the dropdown list, and click ‘Issue’. The Return
date can be amended if need be, and then click ‘Save’.
After clicking ‘Return’ the previous holder will be removed from devices and Status information will be cleared.
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Manual Restore of Database
In the event of data loss (e.g. stolen PC, malware, HDD failure etc), a restore from a previous backup will be necessary. This process will
overwrite all information on the current database e.g. employees’ details, clockings, shift rules etc. and replace them with the contents
from the backup. If you are restoring from a backup to ‘roll back’ to a previous version, it is recommended to back up the existing
database first.

Restore with .bak file
This restore method requires the .bak file to be located in a folder on a local drive. It will not restore from a network location. Sometimes
it is also necessary for the file to be located in a folder (C:\backup\restorefile.bak) and not just in the root of the drive
(C:\restorefile.bak). If the backup is zipped, you will need to extract the .bak file first.
The following steps are done using ‘Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio Express’ found by clicking ‘Start’, ‘Programs’, and
‘Microsoft SQL Server 2008’, or whichever version of SQL Server is installed.
New Database
Add JTime DB (if not already added).
Right click Databases, select ‘New Database’.
Type in ‘JTime’ as database name then click ‘OK’.
Restore Database
Right click on JTime database.
Select ‘Tasks’, ‘Restore’ then ‘Database’ (a new ‘Restore Database’ window is opened).
Select ‘From Device’ then click on ‘...’.
In the new window click ‘Add’, then browse for the backup file and click ‘OK’.
Ensure that the ‘Restore’ check box is selected.
Click on ‘Options’ on the top left of the window, select ‘Overwrite the existing database’.
Click ‘OK’.

Attach a Database (.mdf & .ldf files)
In some cases a backup is not available but the data from the old/crashed PC is retrievable. We can attach the actual database file as
opposed to ‘restoring’ it. The location of these files is most often found in ‘C:\Program Files\Microsoft SQL
Server\MSSQL.1\MSSQL\Data’. You will need to copy two files for both databases, namely ‘JTime.mdf ‘, ‘JTime_log.ldf ‘,
‘JT_Supp.mdf’ and ‘JT_Supp_log.ldf’ to the same location on the new PC. If these files already exist you will need to stop SQL
services before pasting the new files over the existing files.
Attach the Database
The following steps are done using ‘Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio Express’ found by clicking ‘Start’, ‘Programs’, and
‘Microsoft SQL Server’.
Right click Databases, select ‘Attach’.
Click ‘Add’ then browse for the .mdf file, highlight it and click ‘OK’. The file should be in ‘C:\Program Files\Microsoft SQL
Server\MSSQL.1\MSSQL\Data’ or a similar path depending on SQL Server version.
Click ‘OK’ again on the ‘Attach’ window.
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